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Abstract
Diagrams are a popular resource to convey the relationship between different ob-
jects or states. Tools that let people create these kinds of graphs on a standard
computer are numerous and everyone has its own advantages and disadvantages.
However, they have one thing in common; they have all been designed to be op-
erated with a single mouse and a keyboard. With the growth of the tablet market,
enterprises started gradually porting their products to these mobile devices. Even
though they encourage the use of multiple direct input points, the implementations
are only copies of the desktop versions that do not take into account the higher de-
grees of freedom.
Touch Graffle addresses this issue. It does not only run on a larger, more oversee-
able multi-touch table, but it actually exploits the advantages of multiple, simulta-
neous input traces. I imagined an attuned gesture set, that allows a facilitated and
straightforward multi-touch manipulation of diagrams. Like this, the user can fo-
cus on her actual task and does not need to think about how to reach her goal. As a
benefit, I will also compare the different strategies that users pursue on the various
surfaces.
xviii Abstract
xix
U¨berblick
Wenn es darum geht Relationen zwischen Objekten grafisch darzustellen, sind
Diagramme genau das richtige Hilfsmittel. Computerprogramme, welche das
Erstellen und Editieren solcher Art von Graphen ermo¨glicht, gibt es wie Sand
am Meer und alle haben ihre eigenen Vor- und Nachteile. Was sie allerdings
alle gemeinsam haben, ist dass sie entworfen wurden um mit einem einzigen
Mauszeiger und der Hilfe der Eingabetastatur bedient werden zu ko¨nnen. Als der
Markt der Tablets anfing zu wachsen, wurden viele dieser Programme auf die mo-
bilen Gera¨te u¨bertragen. Doch obwohl Tablets die Benutzung von mehreren gle-
ichzeitigen Eingabepunkten fo¨rdern, sind die meisten Applikationen nur Kopien
von den Desktop Versionen und somit gar nicht auf die direkte Manipulation
abgestimmt.
Touch Graffle geht nun einen Schritt weiter, indem es nicht nur auf einem
gro¨ßeren und u¨bersichtlicheren Multi-Touch-Screen la¨uft, sondern die Vorteile der
mehrfachen Eingabepunkte ausnutzt. In meiner eigenen Umsetzung habe ich mir
einen abgestimmten Gestensatz u¨berlegt, welcher die Handhabung von Diagram-
men vereinfacht und intuitiver gestaltet. Somit muss die Benutzerin nicht daru¨ber
nachdenken wie sie was editieren kann, sondern kann darauf losarbeiten und sich
auf ihre eigentliche Aufgabe konzentrieren. Als weiteren Gewinn werde ich die
verschiedenen Strategien vergleichen, welche die Nutzer auf den unterschiedlichen
Gera¨ten verfolgen.
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Conventions
Throughout this thesis I use the following conventions.
Text conventions
Definitions of technical terms or short excursus are set off
in coloured boxes.
EXCURSUS:
Excursus are detailed discussions of a particular point in
a book, usually in an appendix, or digressions in a writ-
ten text.
Definition:
Excursus
Source code and implementation symbols are written in
typewriter-style text.
myClass
The whole thesis is written in American English.

1Chapter 1
Introduction
A graph is worth a thousand words — It might not be
the right proverb, but there is definitely some truth behind
it. Instead of using a textual form to explain certain rela-
tionships between different variables, one can also create
a graphical representation to illustrate these relations. In Graphs show
the relation-
ship between
variables
most cases this needs less text, is clearer and can be grasped
in a shorter time than its textual match. No matter what
type they are, if it is a bar chart, a state diagram, a pie chart
or any other kind of graph, they always have one main
goal: visually show the relationship between different vari-
ables.
On normal desktop computers, there exist a bunch of appli-
cations which let you create all kinds of graphs. Microsoft’s
Excel1 for example lets you plot your charts based on the
numerical data you provide. Omnigraffle2, an application On the desktop
computer, there
exist many tools
to create graphs
for OS X or the iPad, or Lucidchart3 for Microsoft Windows,
are only two examples of programs that let you create all
kinds of diagrams from scratch. These were only some of
the most famous ones, but the list of different applications
is long, and each of them has its own subgroup of graphs it
can create, its own advantages and disadvantages and also
its own interface.
1https://products.office.com/de-de/excel
2https://www.omnigroup.com
3https://www.lucidchart.com
2 1 Introduction
However, what about touchable interfaces, especially inter-
faces that support multi-touch? Since the introduction of
the iPhone in 2007, life without direct-touch interfaces is al-
most inconceivable. But not only smartphones, which oftenMulti-touch be-
comes more and
more popular
only need to recognize one or two points of contact on the
surface, also bigger surfaces have become more and more
widespread. These surfaces, with the dimensions of tables,
have the advantage that they are simple to use and of an in-
tuitive nature. On these screens, the users can theoretically
use an infinite number of fingers as an input source. There-
fore, these systems are very popular as collaborative work-
stations, where multiple people can take place around the
desk and operate it simultaneously. In general, one can say
that multi-touch lets the users work more efficiently and ef-
fectively as they focus on the task at hand, rather than the
technology behind the system.
Due to the necessity of graphs and due to the propagation
of multi-touch surfaces, the combination of both should be
studied in more detail. Particularly a set of gestures needs
to be defined, where the different gestures are meaningful,
easy to remember and do not overlap. There is alreadyWe need to define
an expressive,
easy and non-
overlapping
gesture set
a certain number of gesture-function-pairs that are being
used without any reflective thinking, like the two-finger
pinch gesture, however for more than two fingers there is
still a lot of leeway and every application can make use of
them in the best possible form.
The main contribution of this thesis is the creation of a
system, combined with the assembly of an attuned multi-
touch gesture set, that supports the individual in the cre-
ation of graphs on tabletops. Speed, efficiency and intu-
itiveness are the central keywords that are being taken care
of. One benefit is also the negligence of modes or tools. De-
pending on the gesture, the system knows what mode the
user is in, so that we could speak of dynamic tool switching.
The following small explanations of the different chapters
will elucidate the structure of this document and will give
an overview on what can be expected.
The second chapter contains the related work part, where
I present research that has already been done in the field
3of multi-touch and tabletops, and which has influenced my
design, my gesture set and the overall interaction with the
system.
In the following chapter, I will focus on graphs. After some
history of how charts have been invented, I will answer the
question on what the most important aspects of graphs are,
in order to know what users absolutely need so they can
transfer their mental model onto the screen.
In the fourth chapter, I will explain the procedure of my pi-
lot study, which helped me to find out how users intend to
operate applications that let you create graphs. Besides, I
will try to find sequences that could be accelerated using
the power of multiple fingers and not only one mouse cur-
sor respectively one single touch. In my user study, I asked
my participants to recreate a given graph on a computer
and on a tablet.
The fifth chapter will cover the design and implementation
of my own work. Based on the things I figured out in the
study, I will explain my user interface and my gesture set.
Both will try to optimize the creation of graphs on a multi-
touch surface.
After that comes the evaluation chapter. In this one, I will
present my software to the same users that helped me out
in the fourth chapter, and ask them to recreate the given
graphical illustrations again, but this time on the tabletop.
By comparing the results to the results I could gather be-
fore, I can grade my work and see where there are still some
flaws.
In the seventh chapter, I will sum up the whole thesis and
point out these previously mentioned remaining flaws. I
will try to identify the origin of these problems and suggest
potential solutions.

5Chapter 2
Related work
There were many other publications that influenced my
work and that helped me make some design decisions.
When reading through the literature, I had a few categories
in mind that were of interest to me. Naturally, at the be- Important cat-
egories for me
are other similar
tools, menus and
existing gesture
sets
ginning, I was looking for similar topics to see how other
authors imagined the process of object manipulating ap-
plications. Furthermore, I was looking for possibilities to
present an interface to the user that lets her edit the prop-
erties of the graphical objects. On desktop computers, this
is mostly done with menus, but what about touchscreens?
And especially about large tabletop surfaces? Last but not
least, as touchscreen surfaces not only allow, but even as-
sume multiple fingers to be used during the action, existing
multi-touch gestures were also of interest to me.
So all in all, in this chapter I will consider four main
fields of research in the following order: ”Large direct-
manipulation interfaces”, ”Multi-touch gestures”, ”Menus
on multi-touch surfaces” and ”Object manipulating appli-
cations”.
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Figure 2.1: Reaching areas on tabletops.
2.1 Large direct-manipulation interfaces
It may sound obvious, but the size of the display in direct-
manipulation interfaces plays a big role. When standingThe size of the
screen plays a big
role
at a fixed position in front of a tabletop, humans have a
certain range that can be reached, and everything that is
beyond that radius can not be touched without changing
the standpoint or without doing some acrobatic wrenches
on top of the surface.
Toney and Thomas [2006] did some empirical testing to find
out the dimensions of this direct reach envelope (also called
Kinetosphere). They figure out two different areas. The first
one, that they call Personal Space, is the area where users
prefer working in. All the manipulations are preferred toThe Personal
Space and the
Storage Space
be done here, because it is the most comfortable zone to
interact in. Another space, called Storage Space, is an area
where users tend to put their objects that they currently do
not use, but that can be dragged into the Personal Space
quickly. Figure 2.1 shows a sketch of these two spaces that
were defined by Toney and Thomas [2006].
In order to calculate the speed of an interface, we can recur
on Fitts’s law, which has been proposed by Paul Fitts in
1954. The well-known formula looks like this:
Tpos = IM ∗ 2DW
2.2 Multi-touch gestures 7
IM represents the index of movement, D stands for the
distance to the middle of the target and W stands for the
width of the target. Bi et al. [2013] propose a modified for-
mula, which takes into account the standard deviation of
the touch points and the absolute precision of the input fin-
ger. Nevertheless, their formula is still dependent on D, Place objects that
will often be used
in close areas
which means that if D increases, Tpos increases too. There-
fore, it is advisable to place objects that will often be used
in an area where they can be accessed quickly. When com-
bining this with the spaces defined by Toney and Thomas
[2006], it is recommended to put any kind of menus not too
far away from the Personal space, where most action hap-
pens.
Other potential issues that may arise from using larger in-
teractive table surfaces, like for example the display reso-
lution, the work startegy or simply the visibility, have been
compiled by Ryall et al. [2004].
2.2 Multi-touch gestures
On standard desktop computers, you usually have one
mouse that controls one virtual pointer on your screen.
Baecker [1995] defines it as a transducer from the physical
properties of the world into logical parameters of an ap-
plication. By its possibility to move in two directions, the The mouse has
two degrees of
freedom
mouse provides two spacial degrees of freedom.
Modern trackpads, which allow the simultaneous recogni-
tion of multiple fingers, can be interpreted as an increase in
terms of degrees of freedom. However, as they are still de-
pendent on the current position of the mouse pointer, they
are still restricted. Therefore, a multi-touch trackpad can, A multi-touch
trackpad al-
lows gestureal
shortcuts
in my opinion, more likely be considered as a surface that
allows gestural shortcuts. The biggest difference to ”direct
multi-touch” is that trackpads can only change one single
object at a time. So either this object needs to be selected
first, in order for the system to know what it should manip-
ulate, or it has to be defined in advance, so that all gestures
will be applied to a specific object. Editing multiple objects
simultaneously is not possible.
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On the other hand, real multi-touch devices which translate
the exact position of each single finger to the running ap-
plication, allow simultaneous manipulation. These kind of
devices have actually already been investigated by Mehta
et al. [1982], but only became really popular with the ap-
pearance of the iPhone in 2007. In these cases, a touchReal multi-touch
became popular
with the ap-
pearance of the
iPhone
is mapped to the object that lies directly underneath the
source of input, and so is the gesture that is being recog-
nized.
Theoretically, a multi-touch system can differentiate an infi-
nite number of simultaneous touches on the surface, which
implies its usage as a collaborative device and its denomi-
nation as a multi-user system. This applies mostly for large
multi-touch surfaces and not for smartphones or tablets
that are intended to be operated privately. In the case ofTabletops encour-
age the collabo-
rative manipula-
tion
tabletops, the additional people around the device repre-
sent a new problem which is called the touch-to-person-
mapping. In order to recognize the right gestures, the
system ideally knows which touch belongs to which user.
Here, we still have to differentiate between systems that dis-
tinguish users (Dietz and Leigh [2001], Zhang et al. [2012],
Annett et al. [2011]) and systems that identify users (Meyer
and Schmidt [2010], Roth et al. [2010], Holz and Baudisch
[2013]).
Once the touches that belong together have been identified,
their meanings need to be interpreted. On the one hand,
there are some gestures like the two-touch pinch-to-zoom
gesture, that have already become widely accepted. OnThere is a lot of
leeway for new
gestures
the other hand, there is still a lot of leeway for new ones
that may only be used in specific use-cases. Kammer et al.
[2010] try to formalize gestural interaction on multi-touch
surfaces, while Fuentes et al. [2011] enlarge the set of ges-
tures for general actions such as selecting, moving, rotating
and resizing by a set for more specific actions like editing
or deleting objects, modifying object properties or undoing
and redoing. Nevertheless, everybody thinks differently,End users should
define their own
gestures
everybody has had different experiences with multi-touch
surfaces and not everybody is free of cognitive or motion
impairments and therefore Je´go et al. [2013] propose to let
the users define their own gestures.
2.2 Multi-touch gestures 9
The two papers in the last section by Kammer et al. [2010]
and Fuentes et al. [2011] investigate gestures that rely on
only one hand, however tabletops are big enough and do
not need to be carried like tablets, so the second hand
can also be used simultaneously. Two-handed input tech-
niques have the advantage that they are in line with the
bimanual skills used in the physical world, like Jiao et al.
[2010] mention it in their paper. And even though Buxton If bimanual ges-
tures are not de-
signed properly,
there is no gain
and Myers [1986] proved that bimanual manipulations in
Human-Computer-Interaction (HCI) can result in a higher
and a more efficient performance, Kabbash et al. [1994]
mentioned a few years later that if the two-handed input
technique is not designed properly, there will not be any
gain in bimanual gestures. A first investigation of biman-
ual gestures comes to the point that they need to be divided
into asymmetric and symmetric gestures.
Asymmetric gestures, which could be compared to peel-
ing a banana, are actions where the left hand performs a
different task than the right hand does. These techniques Asymmetric ges-
turesare usually guided by the Kinematic Chain (KC) model in-
vented by Guiard [1987]. This theory is based on the fact
that humans have a dominant hand and a non-dominant
hand. The non-dominant hand, usually responsible for the
coarser movements, sets the frame-of-reference as Hinck-
ley et al. [1997] called it (holding the banana), in which
the dominant hand, responsible for the more delicate tasks,
works (the actual peeling of the banana). In the case of
tabletops, the non-dominant hand could select a certain ob-
ject on the screen, whereby the dominant hand manipulates
it.
Symmetric gestures, like rolling out dough, have the main
advantage that the user does two similar things with both
hands, so that the cognitive load is reduced compared to
asymmetric gestures. However, Balakrishnan and Hinck- Symmetric ges-
turesley [2000] mention that for symmetric tasks, it is important
to distinguish between task assignment and task performance.
What the author wants to say by this is that the tasks both
hands should perform can be identical. Although this does
not imply that they are performed together, because they
may be executed sequentially.
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Figure 2.2: Wu and Balakrishnan [2003] show how multi-
ple virtual objects can be pushed aside at once using the
upright hand.
Usually, when thinking about multi-touch surfaces, one as-
sociates each touch to a finger. Nonetheless, touches can
also be performed with the whole hand. For example,Touches can also
be performed
with whole
hands
when you have a few balls lying around on a table, the nat-
ural gesture to congregate all the objects would be to posi-
tion your hand upright on the table, thumb on top, maybe
curve it a little in a ”C-shape” and drag it over the table. So
why not doing the same movement with a large number of
objects on a virtual screen? Figure 2.2 shows an example of
how the sequence could look like when pushing multiple
virtual objects to the side.
Besides these gestural interactions that are based on the
whole hand, one major difference between the moving of
virtual objects and objects in real-life is that the latter ones
do not glide fluidly over a screen, but depend on physical
constraints, like the friction between them and the underly-
ing surface or the force of the spring that has been built into
a button. To simulate these physical properties, Cao et al.Objects in real-
life depend on
physical con-
straints
[2008] introduce ShapeTouch, which infers virtual contact
forces from contact regions and motion to enable interac-
tion with virtual experiences of interacting with real phys-
ical objects. Figure 2.3 shows an example on how flicking
works in ShapeTouch depending on the amount of fingers
used. When only flicking with one finger, like in (a), the
card is only sliding slowly a few centimetres into the di-
rection the user is pushing, but when simulating a bigger
force, like in (b) and represented by the use of more fin-
gers, the card will slide quicker to the front and also further
away.
2.2 Multi-touch gestures 11
Figure 2.3: More fingers represent a bigger force. (a) Small
contact flicks an object slowly. (b) Large contact flicks an
object quickly.
Even though my focus lies on 2D applications, helpful ges-
tures for my later implementation could also be found in
papers that handle the manipulation of 3D objects. Sun
et al. [2013] for example present a multi-touch interface for
fast architectural sketching and massing. As there is a third Editing 3D ob-
jects on 2D
screens
dimension, new gestures had to be considered. Figure 2.12
shows a few examples of new gestures that allow a faster
prototyping of modern building structures. Other example
papers exploring multi-touch gestures in the third dimen-
sion would be Paper3D by Paczkowski et al. [2014], The de-
sign and evaluation of 3d positioning techniques for multi-touch
displays by Martinet et al. [2010] or A multi-touch 3D set mod-
eler for drama production by Cardinaels et al. [2008].
2.2.1 Limitations
When talking about all the gestural possibilities, one also
needs to mention some of their limitations. First of all, not
all the people have the same mental model, which means Users do not all
have the same
mental model
that when you ask them to perform a suitable gesture for a
certain situation, not all would do the same one, unless it is
a gesture that has already gained acceptance, like the well-
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known two-finger pinch gesture. This implies that the user
will need to memorize all the new and application-specific
ones, which will result in a decrease of performance as Je´go
et al. [2013] observed in their study. If it is similar to the
movement the user would do in real life to manipulate the
object that is presented on the screen, she will get used to
it with a small amount of practice. However, if the inter-Also in real-life
people need
some practice
action is so unique, it will be hard for the user to perform
it later on, on the fly, without recalling it explicitely. Espe-
cially when performing a similar gesture they performed
on another device, people tend to reuse their acquired ex-
perience and translate it to the new device, which Je´go et al.
[2013] call the propagation effect.
A second limitation that has already been broached before,
is the symmetric, respectively asymmetric interaction using
both hands. Hinckley et al. [1997] mention that a biman-
ual manipulation usually consists of a non-dominant hand
that sets the frame-of-reference and the dominant hand that
performs in it. So when thinking about new gestures, oneThe non-
dominant hand
sets the frame-of-
reference for the
dominant hand
can not demand from the end user that she performs two
different fine motor skilled tasks with both hands simulta-
neously, which both need her attention.
Another limitation is not the motoric constraints between
both hands, but the ones between the fingers. As Olafs-
dottir et al. [2014] point out, motor human factors limit the
number and the complexity of shapes users are able to ex-
ecute and therefore, anatomical properties and constraints
have to be taken into account. Muscles shared between fin-Motoric con-
straints between
fingers
gers, and overlapping cortical representations lead to the
inadvertently move of one finger when manoeuvring an
adjacent one. Ha¨ger-Ross and Schieber [2000], Yu et al.
[2010] and Zatsiorsky et al. [2000] all come to the same con-
clusion, that the motion of fingers are bound to each other
and that none of them can move independently, so that cer-
tain amount of gestures are simply not possible because of
anatomical reasons.
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2.3 Menus on multi-touch surfaces
No matter if we are using a Windows-based, a Mac-based
or Linux-based operating system on our desktop computer,
we always expect a hierarchical linear menu on the top
edge. Additional menus, mostly representing shortcuts of Users expect a
menu on the top
edge
things that can also be found in the main menu on top,
are usually placed somewhere around the main workspace.
Context-menu are usually available when right-clicking on
the object of interest.
For mobile devices we encounter a different setup, which
depends on the screen size. Especially smartphones can
no longer show menus with fingertip-size targets as they
would already cover a considerable part of the screen.
An additional problem is that even though smartphones Different menus
on smartphones
and tablets
and tablets allow multi-touch interaction, most of the time
the second hand is only used for support. Therefore re-
searchers thought about new techniques how to operate on
such devices and how to display menus on them.
2.3.1 Menu types
Before talking about the specific menus used on the dif-
ferent multi-touch devices, I first have to give a small
overview of menu types that exist.
Drop-down menu (”Popdown menu”)
Drop-down menus are menus displayed on demand on
mouse click or hover. In the case of Microsoft computers
for example, they are bound to a menu bar, a graphical con-
trol element placed on top of a window just underneath the
title bar and whose content is application-dependant. They
are normally hidden from view and therefore are an effi-
cient means of conserving screen space (Microsoft [2014]).
Drop-down menus can also have submenus.
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Context menu (”Popup menu”)
A context menu is the global term for a menu in a graph-
ical user interface, that appears upon user interaction; of-
ten right-click on desktop computers. It is called contextContext menus
depend on the
current context
menu because the choices that are displayed in the menu
depend on the current context. These kind of menus can ei-
ther be linear or circular. In linear context menus, all items
are listed from top to bottom, sometimes enumerated with
an index number. Circular context menus, also called pie
menus, are menus that consist of several slices, usually four
or eight, all equidistant to the center.
A first comparison of linear vs pie menus has been done
in 1988 by Callahan et al. [1988] and shows an increase in
performance of 15% less time and a reduction of selection
errors for pie menus.
Marking menu
Marking menus are special cases of pie menus. By perform-
ing a touch gesture for more than a certain amount of time,
(Kurtenbach and Buxton [1994] suggest a third of a second),
a pie-shaped menu will appear around the location of the
touch. Now the user can move her touch to the area of in-
terest (see Figure 2.4 (a)). Experts, that know where the dif-Experts just need
to draw small
marks
ferent menu points will be located around the touch, can
also use a shortcut by simply drawing a mark. A mark is
drawn by pressing the pen down and immediately moving
in the direction of the desired menu item (see Figure 2.4(b)).
The advantages of these kind of menus are, that they can be
shown at any location defined by the end user. Combined
with their reduced size, it is very improbable that some-
thing of interest will be occluded, like it could be with any
drop-down menu. Moreover, marking menus offer visualMarking menus
are helpful for
beginners and
experts
feedback, which is essential for novices, but also offer the
possibility to draw marks, which results in an increase of
speed for experts who can recall the location of the item
in the menu. This increase of speed can easily be demon-
strated using Fitt’s Law. In marking menus, all items have
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Figure 2.4: Marking menus: Kurtenbach and Buxton [1994]
show the selection using a radial menu (a) and selection by
drawing a mark (b).
Figure 2.5: A visual representation of the difference be-
tween the Movement Time in linear menus and marking
menus (Felix [2009]).
the same target distance (D) and the same target width (W),
so that the average Movement Time (MT) will remain con-
stant, no matter how many slices exist (see Figure 2.5).
There are only two main disadvantages for marking menus.
The first one is that you can not display them close to a bor- Marking menus
also have disad-
vantages
der, because then part of them will be occluded. The second
one is that the amount of items is limited. Theoretically,
an infinite number of items is allowed, however the more
items you have, the harder it will get to hit the right one.
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Figure 2.6: Menus for smartphones: a) the standard popover menu, b) a menu that
is shown on a new view, c) a menu that is actually placed behind the main view, d)
a bimanual marking menu.
2.3.2 Menus on smartphones
For smartphones, there exist many different menu types.
First of all, because of its reduced screen size, many devel-
opers choose to put a menu into a new view if it is too big
(Figure 2.6 (b)). Menu bars are even often placed behind theA new view for
menus on smart-
phones
main view (Figure 2.6 (c)), which slides over when the user
wishes to see the menu. If the menu only consists of a few
choices, letting a popover appear is also often considered
as an option (Figure 2.6 (a)).
Kin et al. [2011a] even implement a possibility to use a bi-
manual marking menu on a smartphone (Figure 2.6 (d)).
However, their user study showed that even though theMarking menus
on smartphones actual movement time was faster than normal marking
menus, the total time was approximately the same. This is
due to the slower reaction time, indicating that users spend
more time remembering and planning their strokes when
coordinating simultaneous motions of two hands.
2.3.3 Menus on tablets
As tablets are similar to smartphones, their menus do not
differ much. The most effort to explore new menus has
been done to make use of the multi-touch possibilities
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Figure 2.7: Bimanual interaction with BiPad: a) navigating a PDF, b) shifting to
uppercase, c) zooming on a map. The non-dominant support hand can tap, make
gestures or perform chords, thus modifying interaction by the dominant hand.
tablets offer. Just like Kin et al. [2011a], Foucault et al. [2014] Use the sup-
porting hand for
menus
and Wagner et al. [2012] make use of the second hand, the
supporting hand, to switch between different menus. Fig-
ure 2.8 shows an example of SPad by Foucault et al. [2014],
while 2.7 shows the possibilities offered by BiPad (Wagner
et al. [2012]).
Another new technique is FastTap by Gutwin et al.
[2014]. FastTap uses thumb-and-finger touches to show and FastTap uses
thumb-and-
finger touches
choose from a spatially-stable grid-based overlay interface.
This overlay should allow the user to perform shortcuts,
just the way she would do it using a physical keyboard.
Similar to marking menus, novices still have a visual feed-
back of all the possibilities, whereas experts only need a
single quick thumb-and-finger tap.
2.3.4 Menus on tabletops
Menus on tabletops do not need to be placed at the lateral
edge of the device. As these bigger screens do not need to
be carried, one can not assume that the user’s hand will be
located in that area. To the contrary, when operating on a
multi-touch table, both of the user’s hands will change their
positions constantly. Therefore, classical menu bars are not Classical menu
bars are not suit-
able for tabletops
suitable for tabletops. On desktop computers, the speed-
and acceleration-settings of the mouse make it possible that
by a small hand movement, the top of a window or the top
of the screen can already be reached. However, for table-
tops the actual distance always needs to be covered.
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Figure 2.8: Copying multiple objects with SPad.
An alternative when you still want to use menu bars is in-
troduced by Bailly et al. [2010]. The first technique they
present is called finger-count shortcuts. The system willFinger-count
shortcuts count the number of fingers that touch the surface for each
hand. Like this, 5x5=25 different menu items can be spec-
ified with both hands. In general, the non-dominant hand
defines the menu of the menu bar, whereas the amount of
touches of the dominant hand is associated with an item in
the currently selected window. The second technique pre-Radial stroke
shortcuts sented by Bailly et al. [2010] is called radial stroke shortcuts.
This time, instead of placing a certain amount of fingers on
the interactive surface, the user draws marks on the screen,
just like in marking menus. The orientation of these marks
define the selected menu point. Again, the non-dominant
hand selects the menu, whereas the dominant hand selects
the item in the menu. Clearly, both of these approaches in-
terfere with other gestures performed on the background,
and therefore represent a certain limitation.
Context menus are more suitable. On direct input sur-
faces, occlusions created by the user’s hand decrease in-
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Figure 2.9: FastTap: The default state and the grid overlay
after touching the activation button.
Figure 2.10: The user selects the paint brush by anchor-
ing her thumb anywhere on the screen and by touching the
brush area with her index.
teraction performance with menus, therefore, Brandl et al.
[2009] present an adapting menu that avoids occlusion. In Context menus
are more suitablethe study they present, the user uses a pen to interact with
the screen. Due to fatigue effects, people tend to rest their
hand on the surface, so that the system can react to the pen
and hand position by presenting the pie-menu accordingly.
Banovic et al. [2011] go one step further, and investigate
how to design context menus for efficient unimanual multi-
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Figure 2.11: FurniturePalette tool. (a) A double tap on the
table brings up a context-sensitive menu. (b) Sliding the
finger in one of the four directions causes a corresponding
toolglass to be attached to the finger. (c) A second finger is
used to make a selection within the toolglass.
touch use. Tabletops encourage you to do multiple thingsThe efficient
design of context
menus
at the same time, what leads to the fact that the user can not
always use his second hand as an aid to do selections in a
menu. When selecting targets with only one hand on a pie-
menu, one can either use single-finger input or multi-finger
input as it is shown on Figure 2.10. Their study shows
that when using multiple fingers simultaneously, the per-
formance of target selection can be improved, but the error
rate increases.
A mixture between the unimanual multi-finger input
method, presented in the previous paragraph, and a stan-
dard marking menu is proposed by Wu and Balakrishnan
[2003]. A pie-menu is shown when double-tapping any-Choose cate-
gories with the
thumb and then
items with the
index
where on the screen with your thumb and leaving it on the
screen (Figure 2.11 (a)). By sliding the thumb to one of the
four cardinal directions, a new semi-transparent toolglass
(Bier et al. [1993]) appears, which is bounded to the thumb’s
position (Figure 2.11 (b)). This toolglass contains several
items, that can now be selected with any other finger of the
hand (Figure 2.11 (c)).
2.4 Object manipulating applications
There exist a bunch of similar applications that manipulate
virtual objects on tabletops.
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One, which is called Eden, focuses on the set construction of
virtual scenes. Kin et al. [2011b] define a set construction as Eden lets you cre-
ate virtual scenesthe process of selecting and positioning virtual geometric
objects to create a virtual environment used in a computer-
animated film. The use of multi-touch should ease the pro-
cess of constructing these virtual sets.
At the end of their paper, Kin et al. [2011b] note a few
lessons they learned during the construction of their multi-
touch application. The most important ones for my later
work are the following ones:
Reduce simultaneous interactions
The human being might have two hands, but if both do sep-
arate interactions, she can usually only focus one one, es-
pecially if there is no haptic feedback. Therefore, using two
different hands to manipulate two different objets should
be limited.
Do not overload one hand
Because of the anatomical properties of the human body,
some gestures that use multiple fingers of the same hand
are sometimes hard to perform. Instead, splitting up a ges-
ture to both hands can result in an increase of speed.
Consider occlusion
In contrast to the small mouse pointer, a hand can occlude
important parts of the screen. For that reason, static touches
should be releasable once a gesture is recognized, as Wu
et al. [2006] mention.
Another application called RoomPlanner focuses on creat-
ing virtual scenes too. The paper was already composed in Roomplanner fo-
cuses on creating
virtual scenes
2003, three years before Jeff Han’s famous TED talk about
multi-touch sensing. Wu and Balakrishnan [2003] lay their
focus on new interaction techniques for multi-touch tables.
Their example application mainly differs from Eden in a
way that first, it is only two-dimensional so that they do
not have to think about gestures that manipulate objects in
a third dimension. Secondly, it is built to be used by mul-
tiple users simultaneously, so that besides the interaction
techniques, they also explore visualization techniques for
supporting shared spaces, awareness and privacy.
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Figure 2.12: (a),(b),(c) and (d) show how to create the base floor plan, and how to
extrude it. In (e), a texture is added to the building, in (f) the lower floors are being
copied on top of them, and finally (h) shows how to add a torsion to the building.
The classical two-finger pinch gesture is also applicable in order to zoom in or zoom
out (g).
The most important insights Wu and Balakrishnan [2003]
could find were:
Consider occlusion
When people were operating the pie-menus, the tapping
hand sometimes occluded some of the displayed menu
items. A solution could be to use only a semi-pie menu, in-
stead of a complete circle. By recognizing which hand per-
forms the action, one could display the items to the right or
the left of the hand, which could facilitate other functional-
ities.
You can not envisage the used finger
In the RoomPlanner application, they implemented a pie-
menu that appears when tapping twice with the thumb on
the screen. Depending on the menu point you drag your
thumb to, a new widget menu appears that can be manip-
ulated with your index finger (Figure 2.11). As soon as the
thumb is released, the menu should disappear. However, if
you invoke the pie-menu with your index finger, you will
run into trouble when trying to select the widgets.
A third application focuses again more on the manipula-
tion of three-dimensional objects, sky-scrapers to be more
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precise. It lets you sketch the 2D contour of a base floor A software to cre-
ate sky-scrapers
on tabletops
plan and extrude it to model a building with multi-floor
structures. After the initial design, the user can edit the
structure of the building by applying various multi-touch
gestures. The overall appearance can also be enhanced
by dragging and dropping image textures from the library
onto the building.
A last paper that needs to be mentioned is called Collabora-
tive Concept Mapping at the Tabletop and has been published
by Martı´nez Maldonado et al. [2010]. Unfortunately, it fo-
cuses more on the educational area, so that the multi-touch
gestures they use are not explained in detail. However, it How to present
conceptual maps
on multi-touch
tables
shows a way how conceptual maps can be presented on a
multi-touch table, how menus could be presented, and how
the deletion of objects could be performed.
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Chapter 3
Graphs
Graphs, often also called diagrams or charts, are probably
the most popular and convenient medium to visualize in-
formation in a quick and clear manner. However, this in-
formation can communicate different facts, and depending
on its characteristics, we use different kind of graphs. For Each graph has
its own purposeexample, if a physicist wants to show a certain value that
changes over time, she will probably use a line chart. Or
when a newspaper wants to visualize the allocation of seats
in a parliament, it will probably use either a pie chart or
a donut chart. Other common graph types are bar charts,
flow charts, trees, venn diagrams or network diagrams. But
actually, there exist plenty of other types, whereby every-
one of them has its own history.
Nicole Oresme (1320-1382), a Frenchman who was a coun-
sellor at the court of Charles V, is considered to be the first
person to use a graphical representation of a functional re-
lationship between two variables. In his publication ”de Nicole Oresme
was the first one
to use graphs
Latitudinibus”, which can be translated as ”The Latitude of
Forms”, he plots velocity of a constantly accelerating object
against time (Figure 3.1).
As Oresme chose the bar chart to represent one variable
over time, and did not pick it to show comparisons among
different categories, which is considered today the defini-
tion of a bar chart, it is William Playfair (1759-1823) who is William Playfair
is credited with
the invention of
the graph
credited with the invention of it. By illustrating the imports
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Figure 3.1: Nicole Oresme already used bar charts in his
publication ”de Latitudinibus”, dating from the 14th cen-
tury.
and exports of Scotland in his book ”The Commercial and
Political Atlas”, using elongated rectangles, he is the first
person to split numerical data into discrete groups and plot
them afterwards. Figure 3.2 illustrates one of the bar charts
he used.
Today, in the 21st century, bar charts are still very popu-
lar, but a wide variety of new graphic visual representa-
tions have been derived to meet the different requirements
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Figure 3.2: A bar chart by William Playfair, representing the
imports and exports of Scotland (reprinted from JPowered).
in order to represent data and information in an adequate
manner. The chosen graphs are very dependent on the field Graphs depend
on the field they
are used in
they are used in. Pie charts for example, which by the way
have also been invented by William Playfair, are most of
the time used to visualize distributions. Another example
would be flow charts, which are very popular in computer
science, showing the workflow of algorithms or other kind
of processes.
However, charts are not only used to present complex data
quickly and clearly, but are also helpful in solving of math-
ematical problems. In Graph theory, the graphs model the Graphs also
help solving
mathematical
problems
pairwise relations between objects. These objects consist
of vertices or nodes whereas the relations between them are
represented by edges, which can be directed (arrows) or
undirected (lines). In his book Introduction to Graph Theory,
Trudeau [2013] gave the following mathematical definition
of graphs: ”A graph is an object consisting of two sets,
called its vertex set and its edge set”. It will be these kinds
of graphs that represent my area of interest, graphs which
have a certain amount of nodes, and which are connected
by edges, modeling the relations between these nodes.
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As I would like to manipulate not only the position of the
vertices and edges, but also their appearance on a multi-
touch surface, I first need to examine their characteristics,
and identify which ones are actually manipulated by the
users. Even though it is hard to determine if the creator ofIt is often hard
to tell if the user
planned to do her
graph in a certain
way, or if she was
restricted by the
software
a graph intended to visualize a property in a certain way,
or if the software at her disposition restricted the final out-
come, I adopted the following approach to find out what
is absolutely necessary for individuals when they plan to
create graphical illustrations.
3.1 Approach
After skimming all the proceedings of the Conference on Hu-
man Factors in Computing Systems (CHI), that have been ac-
cepted in the year 2014, and after extracting all the graphs
that corresponded to Trudeau’s definition, I analyzed their
common points. As already mentioned before, it was oftenI skimmed the
graphs of all the
papers of two
conferences
hard to identify if the creator of the graph was restricted
by the software, or if she could really map her idea onto
the screen the way she wanted to. Another detail that was
sometimes hard to identify was if some objects of the graph
were hooked together or if they were just ”flying around”
and placed close together so you could think they belong
together.
In order to confirm my outcome, I did the same thing with
another set of proceedings from another conference where
I was hoping to find a lot of graphs. Therefore, I chose the
proceedings of the Workshop on GRAph Data management Ex-
periences and Systems, which was held in June 2014. The re-
sults of both studies can be found in the next section.
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Amount Percentage
TOTAL 76 100%
Shapes
Rectangles 54 71%
Ellipse 26 34%
Images 23 30%
Database 4 5%
Other 4 5%
Color
Fill Color 40 53%
Stroke Color 16 21%
Stroke style
Dashed/Dotted 6 8%
Table 3.1: Some details about the graph nodes used in the
papers of the Conference on Human Factors in Computing
Systems ’14
3.2 Results
3.2.1 Conference on Human Factors in Computing
Systems ’14
In my first set of proceedings, which consisted of 465 pa-
pers, I was able to identify 76 graphs that matched my
requirements. Noticeable was that most nodes were ei-
ther rectangles, ellipses or images. Other kind of shapes, Most people only
use rectangles
and ellipses
like hexagons, the database symbol, or any other specific
flowchart symbol were very rare. About the lines, one can
say that directed graphs are way more popular than undi-
rected ones, but still every fourth graph used arrow-less
lines. A complete list of the interesting characteristics can
be found in Table 3.1 and Table 3.2.
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Amount Percentage
TOTAL 76 100%
Type
Directed lines 68 89%
Undirected lines 18 24%
Stroke
Stroke Color 32 42%
Stroke Width 12 16%
Stroke style
Dashed/Dotted 16 21%
Table 3.2: Some details about the graph lines used in the
papers of the Conference on Human Factors in Computing
Systems ’14
3.2.2 Workshop on GRAph Data management Ex-
periences and Systems ’14
In my second set of proceedings, which consisted out of
12 papers, I could identify 19 graphs that matched my re-
quirements. This time, ellipses were twice as popular as
in the CHI papers. Rectangles were not as dominant, but
still used in more than half of the papers. And bizarrely,
all the nodes were shapes, not a single image was used as a
node. On the first glance, one realizes that the graphs wereIn this conference
the graphs were
kept simple
kept much more simple than in the previous set, without
many stroke modifications, and especially many images
(Two graphs contained images, but they were not used as
nodes). A complete list of the interesting characteristics can
be found in Table 3.3 and Table 3.4.
3.3 Conclusion
First of all, I have to say that is is not a complete and re-
liable study. This review of graphs helped me to discover
what people actually tend to use when creating charts so I
could offer them these features in my subsequent applica-
tion. However, when you want a more precise study, youA better study
can be conducted
in the field itself
should observe users in the field and not only rely on this
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Amount Percentage
TOTAL 19 100%
Shapes
Rectangles 10 53%
Ellipse 12 63%
Images 0 0%
Database 1 5%
Other 3 16%
Color
Fill Color 14 74%
Stroke Color 0 0%
Stroke style
Dashed/Dotted 1 5%
Table 3.3: Some details about the graph nodes used in the
papers of the Workshop on GRAph Data management Ex-
periences and Systems ’14
outcome. Often, I did not know how to classify certain ob-
jets of the graph. ”Is this now a node with text, where the
stroke has been removed, or is is just a plain text that has
been placed on the background?” was only one of the ques-
tions I had to ask myself a few times. So it is important to
underline that this study is very subjective.
As I already mentioned, I tried to find the most important
features in order to please the majority of my later users.
Nevertheless, when you plan to write a complete program,
where everybody should be satisfied, you can of course not
leave away features that are only used by every tenth de-
signer.
Furthermore, I did not take care of textual properties in this
review. The characteristics of labels are very limited, as you
can only change the font size and the font color. The in- Do users bind la-
bels to nodes or
lines?
teresting thing to know, would be if in the mental model
of users, they attach texts to nodes or lines, or if they are
stand-alone objects, whose position is relative to the back-
ground.
The few things that can be said for sure, and that I finally
took from this review, were:
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Amount Percentage
TOTAL 19 100%
Type
Directed lines 15 79%
Undirected lines 4 21%
Stroke
Stroke Color 1 5%
Stroke Width 0 0%
Stroke style
Dashed/Dotted 2 11%
Table 3.4: Some details about the graph lines used in the
papers of the Workshop on GRAph Data management Ex-
periences and Systems ’14
People tend to use only the basic shapes in most of the
cases, which are the rectangle and the ellipse. In my ownRecatngles and
ellipses are domi-
nant
work, they will be absolutely necessary, however other
shapes like pentagons, hexagons, stars or freeform poly-
gons do not represent a must. They are nice features, and
the software could be extended by them, however users can
also go without them.
It is often the case that people do not only rely on their
graph tool alone. Sometimes, they prefer creating somePeople often use
different tools
for different
purposes
parts in another tool that gives them more freedom, or that
is better suited for a certain situation. Another possibility is
to simply download graphics from the internet in the form
of raster graphics and import them later on.
Moat of the time, edges start at vertices and point to other
vertices. Only in a few cases, where the designer wants toMost of the time,
edges start at ver-
tices
show an entry or exit point, arrows do not have a starting
state or end state, but for the rest one can say that they are
always bound to two states.
Colors are a very powerful medium to show that things be-
long together without connecting them with a line or with-Colors are an
alternative
medium to
show relations
out putting them in a container shape. Especially the fill
color has often been changed to show some kind of rela-
tion.
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As a system developer, it is always important to know what
users intend to to with your system. What features to they
need to be able to fully express themselves? Additionally, This study was
conducted to see
what users need
it may be even more important to know how they intend to
use the system. If the designer and the end user have differ-
ent mental models on how the application should be oper-
ated, the latter ones will be quickly annoyed by the system
because it does not do what they were imagining it would.
In the upcoming chapter, I will take a look at people’s ap-
proaches of creating graphical images in order to better un-
derstand their workflow.
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Chapter 4
Pilot Study
In the last chapter, I tried to figure out what people need
when they plan to create a graph. This chapter will focus
more on how they create the different parts, and in what
order they do it. I was hoping to identify sequences that Now I identify
how people use
their graph creat-
ing software
could be quickened using the power of direct-touch com-
bined with specific multi-touch gestures. In order to per-
form this study, I invited eight volunteers to the lab of our
chair so they could participate in a two-part-study, whose
procedure I will explain in section 4.2.
4.1 Participants
A total of eight participants participated, six male a two fe-
male, between the ages of 23 and 30, all from the field of
computer science. One person was left-handed, the oth- Only one person
was left-handeders were all right-handed. Three of them claimed having
used Omnigraffle1, the software that will be used in this
experiment, a few times before on a Mac. It were also these
three, that had a lot of experience with other graphical tools
like Adobe’s Illustrator for example. Only one participant
played around with the mobile version of Omnigraffle be-
fore.
1https://www.omnigroup.com/omnigraffle
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Figure 4.1: The two graphs the users had to recreate. (a) is more of a flow chart,
while (b) is more of a graph that shows a tree structure.
4.2 Procedure
The pilot study consisted of two parts, whereby in both
parts the user needed to recreate a given graph. In the first
part, they had do recreate the graph on a 27” iMac using
Omnigraffle, followed by the second part where they had to
use the mobile version of Omnigraffle, running on an iPadUsers had to
recreate two
given graphs on
the iMac and on
the iPad using
Omnigraffle
of the fourth generation, to reproduce another given graph.
Figure 4.2 shows the desktop and the mobile version of this
software. Both of the graphs had almost the same amount
of objects, whereas the first graph was more representative
for a flow chart and the second graph showed more of a
graph that included a tree structure (Figure 4.1). While one
half of the participants started with the one graph, the other
half started with the other one. There was also a very mini-
malistic graph with three nodes and two lines, which I used
to do some preliminary explanations.
TF-GRAPH AND C-GRAPH:
In order to not always need to write Tutti Frutti Graph
or Computer Graph, I will use the abbreviations TF-Graph
for the graph on Figure 4.1 (a) and C-Graph for the graph
on Figure 4.1 (b).
Definition:
TF-Graph and
C-Graph
The creation of both graphs should take around 15 minutes
each, and the users were not given more than 20 minutes.
They got this information in advance, and were also told
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Figure 4.2: The desktop and mobile version of Omnigraffle.
that it would not be dramatic if they were not able to finish
the graph in time. Most of the time, when a user was not Each task should
not take more
than 20 seconds
able to finish her graph, it was due to the constant reposi-
tioning of the nodes. Between the operations on the iMac
and on the iPad, there was always a small break, where the
participants could relax, eat some sweets and have a drink.
After each part, I asked them to note their concerns about
the different applications and at the end each participant
got rewarded with some chocolate.
The experiment had the form of a silent observation, but
the users could always ask me questions if they were stuck.
Whenever I realized they had some troubles, I helped them
by myself after a certain amount of time. Even though I I did screen
recording and
gesture recording
took notes during the study, I also did two types of record-
ings to capture the users’ performance. On the one hand,
I used the videos to monitor the time they needed to com-
plete a certain subtask, on the other hand, the recordings
were useful to review some interactions. In both tasks, on
the iMac and on the iPad, I did a screen recording, while
during the iPad task I used an additional external camera
that recorded the movements of the users’ hands.
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4.3 Results
For the results, I distinguish between 3 different kind of
conclusions. First I focus on the objective observations that
I did during the pilot study. Were there any special or con-There are three
different kinds of
conclusions: Ob-
servations, Feed-
back and Strate-
gies
spicuous things that need to be retained? In the follow-
ing section, I will amplify the subjective feedback the users
gave me. And last but not least, I take a closer look at the
construction strategies of the graphs by each user.
4.3.1 Observations
iMac
Group of nodes created together:
All of the users had the tendency to create at least a few
nodes together before concentrating on their appearance.
Some constructed all the objects at the beginning, dragged
them to the desired spots and changed their properties
there. Others only focused on a certain group of objectsAt least a few
nodes were cre-
ated first, before
concentrating on
the appearance
first that seemed to belong together. Also this time, editing
the properties was only done when they had all the nodes
they needed. More details about this can be found in sec-
tion 4.3.3.
Too many menus are disturbing:
In Omnigraffle, you actually have a bar on the top, which
lets you create new objects, either shapes, lines or labels.
Additionally, you have another menu on the right side toBeginners had
troubles finding
the right buttons
in the menus
edit the properties of the current object. These two differ-
ent menus confused the novices at the beginning as they
did not know directly where they could find the menu
item they were looking for. One of them did not really get
the concept at all, and had troubles throughout the whole
study.
Double click to add text to a line:
When trying to add text to a line, every user, even the expe-
rienced ones, tried at least once to double click on the line.
This however, created a new point that could be moved in
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order to change the shape of the line. Text could only be
added with the text tool.
Mode errors:
Whenever the user planned to draw a line, she pressed on
the corresponding button, but, to be able to draw multiple
lines after each other, the user needed to press this button The system al-
ways jumped
back to the
pointer mode, if
not told explicitly
twice, otherwise, she would draw one line, and the system
automatically jumped back to the moving tool. So when
trying to draw the next line, she started moving the object
which should be the starting node of the line. This may be
application-specific and will certainly be learned over time,
but in my later work such mode errors should absolutely be
avoided by providing a a more noticeable visual feedback.
iPad
Mostly single-touch:
Even though the iPad supports multi-touch, almost all fea-
tures were based on single-touch. The exclusive multi-
touch gesture was the scaling and rotating of nodes.
Besides this gesture, the only time the user really needed Multi-touch was
only used to scale
and rotate nodes
her second hand, was to type text or to zoom in or out. For
the rest of the time, the participant either put her hand next
to the iPad on the table, or even laid it into her lab.
Copying and pasting objects is time-consuming:
You always needed a long press on the object until a
context menu appeared, where you had to select the copy
function. Then you needed one more long press on the Copying and
pasting was not
as easy as on the
desktop with a
keyboard
background, where you had to select the paste function
in the context menu that appeared at that position. The
default press duration of the long press is 0.5 seconds, so
you need already at least one second to invoke the context
menus. Added to this will then be the time that it needs
to select the right item from the menu, which could be
calculated with Fitts’ law, depending on its position and
width. All in all, copying items should not take too long,
because it is a feature that is often used.
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The keyboard and the pop-up menu from the menu bar are hiding
important parts of the screen:
When the user invoked either the keyboard, by double
clicking on an object, or when she opened the pop-upPop-up menus
occluded parts of
the working area
menu, by pressing on the item in the right upper corner,
the background did not move accordingly. Parts that were
in such areas of the screen where these pop-ups appeared,
would be covered by them. This flaw can be perceived on
Figure 4.2.
4.3.2 Feedback
iMac
Context menu & screen too big:
Two users complained about the constant changes between
the objects, that were situated more or less at the center of
the screen, and the menu that was on the right side of theThe menu was
too far away screen. Both claimed that a context menu, which would
appear where you invoke it, would have avoided all these
long position changes.
iPad
Multiple objects can not be selected when they are included in
another shape:
Multiple objects can be selected by touching the back-
ground, and then moving the finger diagonally over the
objects you want to select. A selection area will appear, andThere is no Ctrl-
/ Cmd-key that
helps selecting
multiple objects
the selected objects will be highlighted. However, when the
objects are contained in another node, you need to start the
selection on the background, outside this node, and you
will then select this latter one unavoidably too as soon as
the selection area intersects with it.
Small movements are difficult & Zooming is annoying:
All in all, what the users wanted to say here is that the re-
duced screen size of the iPad makes it hard to interact with
it.
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Other smaller concerns:
Many users complained about the unhandiness of the node
rotations. Often the system did not recognize the double
touch and the users became quickly frustrated. Further-
more, text labels inside a node could not be repositioned in
this one. You were only able to change the text-alignment
and font-size, but neither the position, nor the orientation.
4.3.3 Strategies
In this section, I will take a closer look at the strategies the
users picked. Again, I will distinguish between the strate-
gies on the desktop computer and on the mobile device, to
see if there are some differences.
iMac
Kind after kind or subgraph after subgraph:
There are two main strategies on how the users iterated
over their graphs, whereas the second strategy had many
small variations.
The first strategy, that has been done twice, was to create all
the nodes at once, before focusing on their details or con-
nections. While one user really only created the standard Create all the
nodes firstnodes first before concentrating on the details, the other one
directly added the text to the nodes. In later iterations, they
both then added the colors and the connections.
In the second strategy, the users tried to finish subgraphs
first, before moving on to the next part. However, what
defines a subgraph changed from user to user. Two of the Create subgraph
after subgraphthree remaining users, that did the TF-Graph, finished each
sort of fruit (colors, text and arrows) before moving to the
next fruit. The last one created all the superclasses of the
fruits first, before adding the subclasses to each of them.
For the C-Graph, two of the three remaining people treated
each of the two containers as a separate subgraph, and it-
erated over this one, while one thought that the three most
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left shapes belonged together, and finished these first be-
fore addressing herself to the other three ones.
Top to bottom, left to right and back to front:
One can say that in general, each user worked through the
graphs from top to bottom, left to right and back to front.
Note that I only had users who also have a cultural back-Cultural back-
ground could
play a big role
ground where they write from left to right. Each partic-
ipant that had to recreate the C-Graph, started with the
”Computer”-node before creating the two main container
nodes. In the other graph, the lower left ”Tutti Frutti”-node
is kind of a stand-alone node and was recreated whenever
the user was up for it. However, the other ones, no matter if
they were created subgraph per subgraph or kind per kind,
the working process was always from upper left to lower
right.
Concerning the z-order, only one participant used the
”send to back”-command. All the other ones always cre-
ated the objects from the back to the front.
Text before colors:
There was a slight tendency (6 out of 8) to add the text to
nodes before the color. Especially in the TF-Graph, every-
one first added the text.
Connections always at the end:
Connections were always created either at the end of each
subgraph or at the very end of the graph. All the usersAll the users did
the connections
at the end
who worked subgraph per subgraph, also added the ar-
rows within this subgraph whenever they were done with
it. Other arrows, that connected bigger parts, like the two
arrows on top in the C-Graph, or the four arrows to the
lower left node in the TF-Graph, were preferably done at
the very end and always all together.
iPad
Kind after kind or subgraph after subgraph:
I could again distinguish between the two main strategies,
where the users either created all the shapes at once, or they
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did them subgraph per subgraph. This time, three users All shapes at
once or subgraph
after subgraph
created all the shapes first, while the other five laid their
focus more on the consecutive creation of the subgraphs.
Top to bottom, left to right and back to front:
For the C-Graph, three of the four participants created the
top ellipse first, followed by the two big containers. One
however, only did it at the very end. For the TF-Graph, the Similar ordering
strategy than on
the iMac
two first things every user did first, was to create the ”Tutti-
Frutti”-node and the big background node. After that, the
objects in the upper left part, were always created before
the objects in the lower right part.
Text before colors:
On the iPad, the participants even had more the ten-
dency to create the respective label of each node before its
color. Only one person, who iterated over the graph kind
per kind, added the colors in the second iteration, before
adding the text in the third one.
Connections at the end:
All the participants who worked subgraph after subgraph,
also added their lines at the end of each part. Two of the re- Connections after
each subgraphmaining participants added the lines in their last iteration,
while one participant directly added the lines in the second
iteration when she had all the nodes without any colors or
labels.
Similarities and differences
All in all, one can say that there are no big differences be-
tween the working strategies on the desktop and on the mo-
bile device. This may correlate with the fact that the mobile No big differ-
ences in the
strategy when
comparing the
desktop com-
puter to the
mobile device
versions of the same product are often only copies of the
desktop versions. The interface is the same, the menus are
very similar and the gestures are also not adapted to be real
multi-touch gestures; most of the time, the mouse cursor is
only replaced by a single finger touch. Altogether, we can
recognize the following strategy patterns.
The recreation of the graphs was always a mixture between
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left to right, top to bottom and back to front strategies.
Sometimes, the one strategy was a little bit more dominant,
while other times another one prevailed.
The main strategies can be put into two big classes: the one
where the users created all the shapes first, before, in the
upcoming iterations, concentrating on the colors, texts and
arrows, or the other one, where the user always tried to
finish each subgraphs first.
The granularity of what the user perceives as belonging to-
gether, was diverse. However, what can be retained, is that
visual correlations are more important than logical ones.
Apart from the one user who create all the superclasses ofVisual correla-
tions are more
important than
logical ones
the fruits first, all the other ones created the nodes that were
close to each other one after the other. This is very con-
spicuous in the left container of the C-Graph. Even though
the three right nodes are connected to the middle left one,
and form a logical union, they were never created just af-
ter their parent, but always when the three left shapes were
completed.
In my opinion people reference nodes rather with text than
with colors. This is why most of them started adding the
labels before the colors.
Arrows and lines are always added at the end; either at the
end of the creation of each subgraph, or at the very end
when all the nodes have been finished.
4.4 Conclusions
The strategy section did not help me that much to make the
design decisions of my program. It will be more useful toThe strategies
will help to com-
pare them to the
strategies on the
tabletop
compare the strategies between the desktop, the iPad and
the tabletop to see if people tend to change their workflow
on bigger multi-touch surfaces.
For the rest, the important realisations were that context
menus can be helpful not only on big desktop screens ,Context menus
are necessary on
large multi-touch
tables
but also on large tabletop screens. Their closeness to the
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user and their intended position represent a big advantage.
Similar objects, or objects that belong together tend to be
created together. Copying and pasting is also used a lot,
and should therefore not consume too much time.
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Chapter 5
Design and
Implementation
Based on the results of my literature research, my graph re-
view and my pilot study, I implemented a program, which
allows the user to create graphs based on nodes and con-
nections, and which is specially designed for big multi-
touch tables. In my case, I deployed the application on Mi-
crosoft’s Perceptive Pixel, a capacitive-based multi-touch
screen, which has a display area of 72 x 41 inches and a
1920 x 1080 resolution. The device is arranged as a table, The multi-touch
surface could ei-
ther be mounted
horizontally or
vertically
but could of course also be mounted to a wall. Each orien-
tation has its advantages and disadvantages, like for exam-
ple the annoying ”gorilla arm” on vertical displays, which
causes pain in the shoulder when the user can not rest her
arm on the surface. The disadvantage of horizontal sur-
faces is that the user could develop a stiff neck from look-
ing down all the time. Rogers and Lindley [2004], Morris
et al. [2008] try to find out what is the best way to oper-
ate such big multi-touch displays whereas some even try
to build on the advantages of each orientation, the vertical
and horizontal (Weiss et al. [2010], Muller-Tomfelde et al.
[2008], Wimmer et al. [2009]). Nevertheless, my software
has been optimized to be used on a horizontal surface.
Furthermore, when talking about multi-touch surfaces, one
also thinks of collaborative interaction. Setups where the
system has to differentiate between various users by de-
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tecting which touch belongs to which user need even moreMulti-touch ta-
bles are often
collaborative
workplaces...
complex algorithms than the normal touch-recognition al-
gorithms. Another problem about collaborative displays is
the orientation of the concertedly used resources. When
multiple users are all standing behind the same edge of
the screen, the orientation of the content is straightforward,
however, as soon as people are spread around the surface, it
is a difficult task to determine the direction in which to dis-
play objects on it. For example, Scott et al. [2003], Rogers... however,
Touch Graffle is
designed for only
one user
et al. [2004] and Tang et al. [2006] all present papers ad-
dressing the collaborative issue. To avoid all these troubles,
my application is designed to be used only by one single
user in a first stage.
NODES, LINES, TEXT & OBJECTS:
In order to use the same languague, I need to define a
few terms.
• When talking about nodes, I mean the vertices of
the graph.
• Lines will be any kind of connections between the
nodes, no matter if they have arrows at the end or
not.
• Text is obviously any label. They can be attached
to a node, a line or simply exist on their own. I will
also use the word ”label” as a synonym.
• If I talk about objects, it can be either a node, a line
or text; anything that can be dragged around.
Definition:
Nodes, lines, text &
objects
The application is written in Objective C, and uses the
Sprite Kit infrastructure for rendering. According to Apple,
”Sprite Kit provides a graphics rendering and animation in-I used the Sprite
Kit infrastructure frastructure that you can use to animate arbitrary textured
images, or sprites” 1. In order to recognize and process all
the touches, I used the MultiTouchKit framework, a frame-
work composed by my supervisor Simon Vo¨lker, which is
currently only used for development purposes.
1https://developer.apple.com/library/mac/documentation/GraphicsAnimation/
Conceptual/SpriteKit PG/Introduction/Introduction.html
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Figure 5.1: The interface of the application is kept very sim-
ple. Only a thin grid and a ”graphics context” are visible
when starting the program.
In the upcoming sections, I will present and explain the de-
sign decisions I took, followed by the gesture set I com-
posed for this purpose.
5.1 The interface
The interface is deliberately kept simple. It just consists of The interface is
kept simplea white background with thin horizontal and vertical lines.
In the left bottom corner, I put an area which shows the
current ”graphics context”. See section 5.1.2 for more de-
tails about this space. Figure 5.1 shows everything that is
visible as soon as the program is launched.
5.1.1 The background
The grid of the background is only added because of orien-
tation purposes. As the interaction area is intended to rep-
resent a zoomable user interface (ZUI), the grid gives the The background
is zoomableuser some visual feedback when zooming in or zooming
out, especially when there is no content yet on the screen
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that would scale too. Zooming can be achieved by pinch-
ing either four or five fingers on the background.
Furthermore, multiple objects can be selected by creating
a so called selection area. When starting your trace on the
background and moving it to any point, a rectangular se-
lection area will be created, where the starting point and
the releasing point will determine its diagonal. Every ob-The selection
area lets you
select multiple
objects
ject that is completely within this area will be highlighted.
This is different than standard graphics programs, where
your selection area usually only needs to intersect an object
in order to be selected. The reason why I changed this can
be seen in Figure 5.2. The left upper corner of our selection
area was the starting point of our trace. It needs to start
on the background in order for the system to know that we
want to do a selection. So imagine we would like to move
the two orange hexagons on Figure 5.2 without changing
the position of the outer white rectangle. With the standard
selection method, our selection area would always intersect
the white rectangle too, which results in the fact that we
could only move the two hexagons separately. The draw-
back of this technique is that we need to create big selection
areas when we plan to select multiple big objects.
By the way, all the selected objects will be highlighted in
yellow, and the selection area will disappear as soon as the
user releases the trace.
5.1.2 The current graphics context
As mentioned before, the only visible ”menu” is in the left
bottom corner. However, as you could expect at first sight,On the left lower
corner is the
current graphics
context
it is not a classical menu that you know from typical desk-
top applications like Adobe’s Illustrator for example. Actu-
ally, this area does not let you do much, it rather represents
the current drawing parameters you are using when creat-
ing a new object.
In my pilot study, I realized that users tend to draw simi-
lar things directly after each other, sometimes even before
dragging them to the intended places. Another possible
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Figure 5.2: The selection area (grey) lets the user select mul-
tiple objets. The objects need to be fully included in the
selection area to be selected.
workflow is to create one object and then copy it as often
as it is needed. The graphics context is intended to save
the users some time who do not use the copy-paste func-
tion. Instead of drawing a few standard rectangles and The graphics
context is helpful
when creating
similar things
consecutively
editing the properties of every single one of them, the cur-
rent graphics context lets the user create one rectangle, edit
its properties, and create all the following nodes with the
same properties. The context is divided into three parts,
one part for the nodes, one for the lines and one for the
texts. This means that when you edit the stroke color of
a node on your screen, only the border of the representa-
tive node will change its color, without affecting any of the
other properties. Figure 5.3 shows the change of the graph-
ics context as soon as we edit the fill color of a node. How
to change properties of the different objects on the screen
can be read in section 5.4.7 for nodes, in section 5.5 for lines
and in section 5.6 for texts.
The only interactive part happens when you touch one of
the three context items. When you tap on them, the sys-
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Figure 5.3: By changing the fill color of a node, the graphics
context updates too, so that the next node can be created
with the same properties as used before.
tem will jump back to the standard properties for this item,
which are a black solid thin stroke color and a white fill
color for the nodes, a black solid thin arrow-less stroke
color for the lines and a black 18pt font for the texts.
5.2 The alternative trace
One big difference between mouse input and touch inputThe alternative
trace lets you
”hover” over
objects
is that the mouse can be active or not. It lets the user hover
over certain areas without manipulating them directly. If
she wants to perform an action on the current position, she
just needs to click one of the mouse buttons.
Touch input is different because there is no difference be-
tween touching and hovering. Standard multi-touch sur-
faces do not support the detection of fingers above the sur-
face yet. Han and Park [2012] and Takeoka et al. [2010] con-
struct hover-based interfaces that let the user exploit the
area above the surface. However, these interfaces are not
a standard, and as long as this is not the case, we either
have to create our own system which recognizes hovering,
or we do a workaround. I chose the second option. One
restriction is that the systems of Han and Park [2012] and
Takeoka et al. [2010] could differentiate between different
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Figure 5.4: A notification at the top of the screen leads the
user to the next thing she can do.
levels above the surface, whereas mine could not. In or- Activate the al-
ternative trace by
holding your fin-
ger down for 0.5
sec
der to activate this alternative trace, the user needs to hold
down his finger for 0.5 seconds on approximately the same
place. The virtual trace will change its color to blue and it
will also scale twice as big, so the user knows she is cur-
rently in the alternative mode.
The idea about an alternative touch is not new, Kin et al.
[2011b] also invoke a special touch, however they use two
fingers that are very close to each other. They call it ”the
conjoined touch”. At first, I wanted to use the same con- The idea is from
another pa-
per, where it is
called ”conjoined
touch”
cept, but I soon realized that this will be more difficult than
expected. If the two touches are too far apart, the system
thinks we want to create one of the two standard objects
(Figure 5.5 (b1)&(b2)), and if they are too close together,
the system thought they are one single one that is moved
very quickly. This is amplified by the fact that the normal
pinch gesture could not have been applied to small objects
anymore, because the system would have thought it was
an alternative trace. That is the reason why I chose the
long press to invoke the alternative trace, even though one
should avoid gestures that are based on a timer.
The alternative mode lets people move over objects without
actually moving the object itself. This will be helpful in the
section 5.7, where I will explain the context menus.
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5.3 Notifications
In order to help the user in different situations, I decided
to give her some hints when I thought that she could be
lost, or when I thought that she did not know what sheNotifications pro-
vide helpful feed-
back
could do next. In these cases, a grey area will appear at
almost the top of the screen including a main text and a
subtitle helping the user understand the current situation.
Figure 5.4 shows a notification that appears when holding
an alternative trace above a label.
When showing a notification, we first have to cancel all
the running actions that want to hide the notifications. As
the notification is a singleton, it can happen that one class
wants to hide its notification while another one wants to
show a new one. In this case, the hiding needs to be can-Fading out a no-
tification can be
done manually or
automatically
celed. One property that can be set is if we want the noti-
fication to hide automatically after a certain delay, or if we
want to do it manually. Listing 5.1 shows the method that
takes care of all the showing of notifications.
5.4 Nodes
The nodes are the vertices in the graphs. Right now, they
can only be rectangles, ellipses, hexagons or stars. How-
ever, they could easily be extended by other graphical
nodes or even images.
5.4.1 Creating nodes
When you plan to create a node, you are given 3 possibili-
ties.
The first possibility is to create a new object by invoking the
”node context menu” (Figure 5.5 (a)). This one appears asUse the ”node
creatingcontext
menu” to create a
node
soon as you tap somewhere on the background. In classical
desktop applications, new nodes can normally be created
from a side menu, but as we do not have one because of
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Listing 5.1: Displaying a notification
- (void) showNotification:(NSString*)string
withSubstring:(NSString*)substring
{
_mainLabel.text = string;
_subLabel.text = substring;
[_bgSprite
setSize:CGSizeMake(MAX(_mainLabel.frame.size.width,
_subLabel.frame.size.width)+50, 80)];
[NSObject cancelPreviousPerformRequestsWithTarget:self
selector:@selector(hideNotification) object:nil];
if (self.alpha == 0.0)
{
SKAction *fadeIn = [SKAction fadeInWithDuration:0.3];
[self runAction:fadeIn completion:ˆ{
if (_hideNotificationAutomatically) {
[self
performSelector:@selector(hideNotification)
withObject:NULL afterDelay:1.0];
}
}];
}
else
{
if (_hideNotificationAutomatically) {
[self performSelector:@selector(hideNotification)
withObject:NULL afterDelay:1.0];
}
}
}
dimension reasons, we will invoke this ”node creating con-
text menu”. When we see our different options (which can
of course be extended in the future), we just need to drag
the object out. The new node will be hooked under your
finger and the context menu will disappear again. While
the menu is shown, I put a semi-transparent grey layer un-
derneath it to take the focus from the rest of our scene.
In the graph study I found out that the rectangle and the
ellipse are by far the most popular nodes. These two stan- Use the shortcuts
to create a rectan-
gle or an ellipse
dard nodes can be created by moving two fingers on the
background. The two points will represent 2 diagonal cor-
ners of a bounding box where a rectangle or an ellipse will
be drawn inside. The kind of the node depends on the po-
sition of the right touch. If this one is above the left one, the
system will create an ellipse as soon as one touch is released
(Figure 5.5 (b2)), otherwise a rectangle will be created (Fig-
ure 5.5 (b1)).
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Figure 5.5: The three possibilities to create new nodes: (a) Create a node from
the context menu. (b1) and (b2) show how to create the two standard nodes. (c)
Copying a node.
The last possibility is to copy an existing node by using the
3-finger-dragging technique (Figure 5.5 (c)). A more de-Copy an existing
node tailed description can be found in section 5.4.3.
5.4.2 Manipulating a node
Manipulating a node is very straightforward. One finger
can be used to drag the object, while two fingers are used
to rotate and scale the object. The latter two manipulationsUse two fingers
to rotate or scale a
node
work as you would expect, with one small exception. When
scaling the object and your two fingers are aligned with the
object, either vertically or horizontally, the object will also
only scale in x- or y-direction. If you want to scale propor-
tionally, the two touches should be aligned diagonally in
relation to the object being edited. Listing 5.2 shows the
code snippet of how a node can be scaled in one direction
only. I compare the vector between the two touches with
the vector of the object. If the vectors are parallel or or-
thogonal to the orientation of the node (including a small
variance), only the hScale or the vScale variable is set. In
the other case, both variables are set and the scaling is done
proportionately.
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Listing 5.2: Separate scaling of a node
float relativeScaleFactor = 1.0f;
float hScale = 1.0f;
float vScale = 1.0f;
//Get the angle between the 2 touching points and the
rotation of the object modulo PI
float angleBetween2Points =
atan((secondStartPoint.y-firstStartPoint.y)/
(secondStartPoint.x-firstStartPoint.x));
float moduloAngle =
fmod(self.zRotation-angleBetween2Points, (M_PI));
if(moduloAngle < 0)
{
moduloAngle += M_PI;
}
//Check if the 2 touching points are aligned on one line
+- scaleAngleOfDeviation (horizontal and vertical)
if(moduloAngle > M_PI-scaleAngleOfDeviation || moduloAngle
< scaleAngleOfDeviation)
{
hScale = relativeScaleFactor;
}
else if(moduloAngle > M_PI_2-scaleAngleOfDeviation &&
moduloAngle < M_PI_2+scaleAngleOfDeviation)
{
vScale = relativeScaleFactor;
}
else
{
hScale = relativeScaleFactor;
vScale = relativeScaleFactor;
}
5.4.3 Copying
Copying can be done with three fingers, all heading in
the same direction. Depending on the release of the semi- Copying is done
with three fingerstransparent temporary copied object (Figure 5.6 (a)), which
is bound to your three fingers and which can be dragged
around the screen, either a copy of the whole object will
be created, or the properties of the starting object will be
copied to the dropped object.
I decided to only be able to copy nodes, because lines
should always be attached to a starting node and an ending
node, and small labels are difficult to hit with three fingers.
Furthermore, the same kind of lines and the same kind of You can not copy
lines without
their bounded
nodes
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Figure 5.6: (a) A semi-transparent temporary copy is created when moving three
fingers out of a node. (b) Releasing the temporary copy over the background will
create a copy of the node. (c) While holding the temporary copy over another node,
the latter one will start blinking, indicating that only the properties will be copied
to this node.
texts can be created one after the other because of the ”cur-
rent context” we are in.
Copying nodes
There exist two cases in which a node can be created.
In the first case, the temporary copied object that we are
dragging around is released on the background. In this case
an exact copy of the node, including its label, will appear on
the screen (Figure 5.6 (b)).
The other option is that the temporary copied object is re-
leased on another object. In this case, I still check if the tem-
porary object has been dragged and then released directly,
or if it has been held over the other object. In the first case I
will create a copy above the other object; in the second case,
I will copy the properties.
Copying properties
Whenever the temporary copy of the object is held over an-
other object, the latter one will start blinking after a certainYou can also copy
properties with
the same gesture
time, and a text that says ”Copy properties...” will indicate
that you will only copy the properties to the targeted object
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Figure 5.7: By double tapping on a node, we can add text
to it.
when releasing the temporary copy (Figure 5.6 (c)).
5.4.4 Adding text
Text can be added to nodes by double tapping on them.
The interface will automatically zoom to the node and a Double tap to
add textself-made keyboard will appear at the bottom of the screen
(Figure 5.7). Also a notification will inform the user that she
can quit editing by tapping somewhere on the background.
5.4.5 Editing the z-Position
By triple tapping on a node, this one can be brought to the
front if it is hidden by another node. As lines are always Triple tap to edit
the z-Positionattached to two nodes, their z-Position will be minimally
smaller than the one of the node which is the furthest back.
A gesture to send nodes to the back was not implemented.
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Figure 5.8: nodes can be deleted by dragging them to the
edge of the screen. A dashed border will make you aware
that you are currently in the deletion area.
5.4.6 Deleting a node
Deleting a node can be done by dragging it to one of the
screen edges. When moving a node to this area, a dashed
border will appear on the edges indicating that you are cur-
rently in the deletion area and that the dragged node will
be removed when releasing it. Together with the object, allDelete a node by
dragging it to an
edge of the screen
the attached lines, that would have no end point anymore,
will be removed too. Figure 5.8 shows the deletion area.
5.4.7 Editing the properties of a node
When editing the properties of a node, we make use of
the alternative trace explained in section 5.2. Depending
weather we want to edit the border of the node, or the
node itself, we move the alternative trace to the respective
area, followed by tapping somewhere on the background
where we want the context menu to appear. For example,Make use of the
alternative trace
to get the context
menu
if we want to change the border color of our node, we move
the alternative trace to our node, so it intersects the border
around it. Then we tap somewhere on the screen so that the
corresponding context menu pops up where we select the
color. Further manipulations can be found in section 5.7.
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5.5 Lines
In my program, lines will always be attached to two nodes,
they can have a few kinks, and they can be direct or indi-
rect. In terms of properties, we can change the color, the
width and the style (solid, dashed or dotted).
5.5.1 Creating lines
The task to figure out what the best way would be to create
lines was not the easiest one. I asked a few colleagues how
they would draw a line between 2 nodes, and the first an-
swer I often got was to draw a line with one finger from
the starting node to the end node. However, what they
did not consider was that the system will think that you
want to move your node with one finger, so that the start-
ing node will just end up on top of the end node if you use
this gesture. So my first thought was to add an area around
the node, where the user could start her line. Nonetheless,
I abandoned this idea again, because as it just took more
screen space, some of these areas could overlap and it did
not make much use of the freedom of multi-touch.
My solution now makes use of three fingers. Two fingers Pin the starting
node and draw
a line with the
other hand to the
ending node
pin the starting node, while a third finger, logically from the
other hand moves from this node to the end node, drawing
a temporary line. As soon as you release your finger above
the new node, the line will be definite. Figure 5.9 shows the
sequence of this gesture.
5.5.2 Modifying the path
When touching a line with one finger, and performing a
gesture like you would drag it away, the two points around
the touch, which can be endpoints of the line or kinks, will
remain where they are. There will only be a point added Touch the line
and drag it away
to create a kink
to the line underneath the touch which you can be moved
around. Theoretically, it is possible to create 2 new kinks
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Figure 5.9: Create a line by pinning one node with two
fingers and by dragging the line out of this node towards
your end node. The end node will be highlighted when you
reach it.
and move them to two new points simultaneously, how-
ever as people can only focus on one movement if they are
not linked, this will probably more often than not be per-
formed in a sequence.
5.5.3 Deleting
We can either delete a whole line, or only one of its kinks.
Deleting the whole line is done the same way as deleting aDelete a line by
dragging a kink
to the border of
the screen
node, by dragging one of the kinks to the edge of the screen
so that the deletion area will appear. Once you release the
kink in this area, the whole line will be removed.
If the user wants to delete a kink, she has to make use of
the alternative trace again. As soon as she moves it above
a line, semi-transparent crosses will appear above each
kink. Touching one of them will not delete the kink rightDelete a kink by
making use of the
alternative trace
away but the alpha of the cross will only change to non-
transparent. When releasing the alternative trace, all the
kinks with a non-transparent cross on top will be deleted.
I could have also deleted the kink directly when touching
one of the crosses, however the line would then snap back
and would probably not be placed underneath the alterna-
tive trace anymore. Then the user would need to reposition
this trace again in order to continue modifying the line.
Figure 5.10 shows an example scenario. The blue trace rep-
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Figure 5.10: Move the blue alternative trace over the line
to make the semi-transparent crosses appear. Touching one
of these crosses will make them become non-transparent.
Once the alternative trace is released, all the kinks with a
solid red cross on top will be deleted.
resents the alternative trace that has been activated on top
of the line. The latter one ”recognizes” that the line has
been selected and that the semi-transparent crosses will be
added. In our case, the user already touched the upper left
cross, wherefore it became non-transparent and red. Once
the user releases the alternative trace, the kink with the red
cross will be deleted and the resulting line will be com-
posed of two segments only.
Adding text works the same way as with nodes. By double Add text by dou-
ble tappingtapping on the line, a virtual keyboard will be slid in, letting
the user type whatever she likes.
The properties of a line can also be changed in the same
way as changing the properties of a node. The context
menu can be invoked by moving the alternative trace above
the line, which gets highlighted, and by tapping some-
where on the background where you want the context
menu to appear.
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5.6 Texts
Texts can be attached to either a node, a line or to the back-
ground. Properties that can be changed are the orientation,Texts can be at-
tached to nodes,
lines or the back-
ground
the font-size and the color. As texts can be hard to grab
when scaling or rotating them, I’m offering a second alter-
native to manipulate these properties.
When a label is attached to a node or to the background, we
just need to define its relative position to its parent. When
moving the node, Sprite Kit takes care of moving the chil-
dren too. However, when we add text to a line and we add
a kink or move a kink of the line, we actually do not move
the frame of the line. In this case, we have to recalculate the
position of the label manually, depending on the surround-
ing kinks, and the position between these ones. Listing 5.3
shows the function that has been implemented to recalcu-
late the position of the label on a line. pos represents the
absolute position where the label has been dropped.
Adding text can be done by double tapping anywhere on
the surface. Depending on the location of the tap, the textText is added by
double tapping will be either solitary or bound to a node respectively a line.
In the last two cases, it will also adapt the transformations
that are performed on its parent.
As I am using a zoomable interface, I also decided upon
zooming to the edited object as soon as the double click is
recognized. Listing 5.4 shows the calculations that needed
to be done so that the node or the line could fit into the area
above the appearing keyboard.
Deleting text works again the same way as deleting nodes
or lines. Drag the text to one edge of the screen and releaseDelete text by
dragging it to
the border of the
screen
it in the deletion area that appears.
In order to open the context menu, which in this case only
lets you change the color of your text, the alternative trace
needs to be moved on top of the text, followed by a touch on
the background. Changing the font-size and the orientationThe font size can
be changed with-
out a menu
can be either done with the normal two-finger-gestures or
with the following alternative.
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Listing 5.3: Recalculate the position of a label on a line
- (void) recalculateLinePercentageFromPosition:(CGPoint)pos
{
for (int i = 0; i < [_pointArray count]-1; i++)
{
NSValue *value1 = _pointArray[i];
CGPoint point1 = [value1 CGPointValue];
NSValue *value2 = _pointArray[i+1];
CGPoint point2 = [value2 CGPointValue];
// Save the position in the specificPositions if the
position of the label intersect the rectangle
created by two consecutive kinks
CGRect rect = CGRectMake(point1.x, point1.y,
point2.x-point1.x, point2.y-point1.y);
CGPoint labelPos = [self convertPoint:pos
fromNode:[[MTKTable table] currentScene]];
if (CGRectContainsPoint(rect, labelPos))
{
[_specificPositions setObject:[NSNumber
numberWithInt:i] forKey:@"lastPointForLabel"];
[_specificPositions setObject:[self
getPercentageBetweenPoints:@[_pointArray[i],
[NSValue valueWithCGPoint:labelPos],
_pointArray[i+1]]]
forKey:@"percentageForLabel"];
return;
}
}
}
Listing 5.4: Zoom to an object when editing its label
- (void) zoomToObject
{
CGRect accFrame = [self calculateAccumulatedFrame];
float scaleFactor = MIN([[MTKTable table]
currentScene].frame.size.width/(accFrame.size.width+200),
[[MTKTable table]
currentScene].frame.size.height/(accFrame.size.height+200));
SKAction *moveAction = [SKAction
moveTo:CGPointMake(-scaleFactor*self.position.x+[[MTKTable
table] currentScene].size.width/2,
-scaleFactor*self.position.y+[[MTKTable table]
currentScene].size.height/2+100) duration:0.5];
SKAction *scaleAction = [SKAction scaleTo:scaleFactor
duration:0.5];
SKAction *combinedAction = [SKAction
group:@[moveAction,scaleAction]];
SKSpriteNode *bg = [[GestureManager sharedManager]
background];
[bg runAction:combinedAction];
}
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Figure 5.11: To activate the alternative for scaling and ro-
tating text, hold the alternative trace over a label. The circle
that appears around the text can be used to transform it.
Obviously, when an object you would like to touch is too
small, it will be hard to hit it with your finger, especially
when you use multiple ones. Every object could be shrunkI implemented
an alternative to
scale text that is
too small
to a size where it is not touchable anymore with more than
one finger, however while implementing my application, I
realized that most of the time this was the case for labels as
they were too small after resizing them. Therefore, I added
this alternative, where only one finger needs to touch the
text. Again, we make use of the alternative touch. When
holding this one above a label, a wide circle will pop up
around it. The circle represents now the area for the second
touch, which is needed for the rotation and scaling input.
Figure 5.11 shows the circle that lets you modify tiny labels.
5.7 Context menus
The context menus are essential for an easy workflow on
big multi-touch tables. As Saffer [2008] mentions, the place-
ment of targets such as menu items on the edges of the
screen makes good sense on traditional input devices. As
the user can not overshoot the target, the hit target becomes
huge. With gestural interfaces, users are rarely draggingWith gestural
interfaces, users
are rarely drag-
ging their fingers
across the screen
their fingers across the screen as they do with a cursor, in-
stead, they will likely lift their fingers and place it on the
new target. The advantage of context menus is now that
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Figure 5.12: The context menu for a line. In the center we
have a color picker, surrounded by the ”color history” and
further buttons.
they can be invoked directly at any point, without moving
the hand to an edge of the screen. Furthermore, because of
the proximity of the menu to the object, no big head swings
are necessary.
To invoke the context menu, the alternative trace is moved
over an object followed by a tap somewhere on the back-
ground. During the pilot study, I recognized that on the
iPad, the drop-down menu was hiding almost one third of
the screen when displayed, and a few users were complain-
ing about the visual troubles they faced when changing the
properties of an object that now got covered by the menu
that popped up.
To avoid these overlaps, I decided to let the user decide
herself where she wants to have the menu. There will also The user can
decide herself
where she wants
the menu to
appear
only be one menu shown at a time, so no connection will
be needed between the object that is being edited and its
corresponding context menu. Furthermore, everything
except the edited object will be darkened (Figure 5.13 (b)),
so the focus really lies on the latter one.
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Figure 5.13: The context submenus. (a) A submenu for a
larger number of options, in this case the choice of the line
width. (b) A submenu for a small number of choices, in this
case the choice of the stroke style that can either be solid,
dashed or dotted.
The context menus consist of three main parts. In the cen-
ter is always a color picker circle. Around this circle, weThe context
menu consists
of three circular
areas
have the ”color history ring”. This one includes the six last
used colors, so that they are accessible directly without the
need to select them again from the color picker. Around this
ring, we have another ring with four buttons. Of course, the
amount of buttons could be increased if needed, or even
a new ring could be added, but so far four buttons were
enough.
Figure 5.12 shows an example context menu for a line. In
this case, the buttons on the last ring let the user change
the stroke style, the line thickness and the arrow direction.
When changing properties that can only be in a few states, I
chose a submenu like on Figure 5.13 (b), where the user can
choose between three different stroke styles. The submenuA preview of the
stroke styles can
be seen
then even shows a small preview of the different options. If
the properties can have more values, I chose a turnable dial
(Figure 5.13 (a)) as an input method.
So far, my work relies on some literature review, a pilot
study and some own considerations, but in order to test
its usability and intuitiveness, I still had to evaluate it by
doing a second user study. The procedure and the results
will be communicated in the next chapter.
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Chapter 6
Evaluation
Based on the DIA-cycle, the designer should always itera-
tively design, implement and analyze her project. In this
paper, the design and the implementation have been dis-
cussed in the previous chapter, while the analysis has not
been done yet. One could say that the pilot study has been
the analysis of the first iteration, but nevertheless I still need
to evaluate my own work.
6.1 Participants
For the participants, I tried to use the same ones that I
used three months before for my pilot study. However,
two of them were not able to help me out anymore, so I
looked for two new ones. Both volunteers I asked, one I had to replace
two of my volun-
teers from the pi-
lot study
male and one female, that also fitted in the same age cat-
egory and the same field of study as the two leavers, di-
rectly agreed to act as a stand-in. As the only left-handed
person did not participate anymore, and as the two replace-
ments were both right-handed, the group only consisted of
right-handed people. In a small form they had to fill out,
I figured out that all of them use a smartphone everyday,
six use a tablet sometimes (one every day, and one never)
and four never used a tabletop, three a few times and one
person uses it everyday.
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6.2 Procedure
The first thing the user had to do when entering the closed
environment, where the study was held, was to sign a con-
sent form, so I was able to record her hand movements us-
ing a GoPro. After that, I gave a short explanation aboutI recorded the
user again for
later reviews
the goal of the study, I told them that I wrote the software
on my own, and that there could still be bugs in the code
which could lead to a crash of the system. I told them that
they should not be nervous and scared to do any mistake.
Thereafter, I used a self-made cheat sheet, to explain all the
gestures to the users and told them afterwards that I wouldThe users could
look at a cheat
sheet when they
forgot a gesture
lay it just behind them on a table, so that if they would for-
get a gesture, they could always turn around and look it up
again.
Finally, the user had to recreate the two graphs from the
pilot study (Figure 4.1). All of the six people that partic-
ipated in the earlier study, claimed that they remembered
doing these graphs, but were not able to recall any details
of them, so that any learning effects could be excluded. Fig-
ure 6.1 shows a user who is currently adding a line from one
node to another one.
At the end, the user had to fill out one more questionnaire
where she had to rate five gestures and point out what sheAt the end, the
users filled out a
questionnaire
would have preferred regarding the interface or the ges-
tures. A small present was also handed to them to reward
them for the time they sacrificed.
6.3 Results
Again, like in the pilot study, I will distinguish between the
objective observations I did, the subjective feedback I gath-
ered and the strategies that have been pursued.
In my opinion, many of the concerns that I could observeMany concerns
can be solved
when the user
gets more fa-
miliar with the
software
or that the people wrote down in the questionnaires would
be solved over time, when the user gets more familiar with
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Figure 6.1: A user drawing an arrow in the C-Graph.
the program on the one hand, and the tabletop itself on the
other hand. But as the system should also be handy for
novices, I will point out every difficulty they faced.
In the upcoming chapter, I will present a few solutions to
the issues I discovered, that should be improved in the fu-
ture.
6.3.1 Observations
Beginners mix up things:
While the users, that use designing tools regularly, have a
clear structure in their workflow, novices did everything
promiscuously. The explanation for the experts is obvi- Beginners did ev-
erything promis-
ciously
ous, they probably map the workflow from their desktop
computer onto the tabletop. Regarding the beginners, I
think that the absence of modes (”pointing-mode”, ”draw-
shapes-mode”, etc.), leads them to do whatever comes into
their mind. The users do not need to click a button to come
into an extra ”draw-lines-mode”, which can fasten up their
working process.
Current context is misleading for users:
The current context is probably only helpful when learned
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over time. Two users knew the concept from other draw-
ing tools, and had no problem adapting to it, however they
were sometimes surprised by the outcome because they did
not take care of it. They directly understood the situation
and were able to adapt to it within seconds.
The newbies on the other hand, were often lost. After they
realized why their shape had different properties than theyBeginners had
difficulties with
the current con-
text
expected, two were hoping that this shape would change
to the standard shape when tapping on the current context
menu. This however only set the context back, but not their
shape. Furthermore, most participants did not comply with
the current context. When they needed two similar shapes,
they created the first one, changed the properties and then
just copied it.
Expected highlighting when touching node:
All the users that never used a tabletop before, were expect-
ing the object they touch to change its appearance. This isWhen touching
a node, people
expected it to be
highlighted, so
that you know it
is active
for sure related to the desktop behaviour, where active ob-
jects have a bounding box around them so the designer has
some handles that she can use to scale the object. On the
tabletop however, these handles are superfluous because
an object does not need to be active to be scalable, it is ac-
tive all the time. As the users were expecting some kind
of feedback, they held down their finger on the object, but
then unintentionally activated the alternative trace.
Unintentionally moved text in nodes:
I offered the users the possibility to move, scale and rotate
text with the same gestures they use to manipulate the con-
taining node. Unfortunately, whenever a user wanted toMoving only
nodes without
the text inside is
hard
move one of these nodes, she sometimes unintentionally
dragged the text outside the node.
Copy properties instead of object:
Another lack of feedback can be noticed when users try to
copy objects on top of other objects. The interval, where
they had to release the node in order to create a new one
and not only copy the properties to the underlying one, was
around one second. When the participants copied a nodeThe timeout
for copying
properties was
often activated
unintentionally
to another position, they often made sure that they moved
it to the right position by looking at the template. In the
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meantime, they held their fingers still on one point, and as
soon as they reassured they were on the right spot, they
released them. This often took more than one second, so
that they copied the properties to the underlying node, and
wondered why and where their copy disappeared.
Acrobatic wrenches when adding lines:
The banana subgraph is a good example for this behaviour.
When adding the arrows to the subnodes, the user nor- Users did not al-
ways choose the
most comfortable
gesture
mally started on the left, therefore, she put the two fingers
of the right hand on the top node and used the left index
to draw the line. Then they repeated this for the middle
and the right subnode. Five of my participants actually
switched hands in between, because it was more comfort-
able, while the other three preferred leaving their double
touch on the upper node and then had to cross their arms
when drawing a line to the most right subnode.
Females did not care about the arrow direction when adding lines:
I do not know if this is coincidence, but when the female
participants only had to draw one line, they drew it in a
way that they occluded the least with their hands and that
it was the most comfortable for them, no matter in what female partici-
pants drew the
line in the most
comfortable way
direction the arrow of the line pointed. By using the con-
text menu they then switched the arrow around. The males
always pinned the starting object and drew the line in the
same direction the arrow was heading.
6.3.2 Feedback
In my final questionnaire I handed to the users, I asked
them to rate, on a scale from 1 to 5, the handiness and
the remembering of some of the gestures. These were the Users had to rate
a few gesturesgestures about copying nodes, copying properties, adding
lines, deleting lines and deleting the kink of lines. As no
one actually used the last gesture, and people only ticked
the value how they imagined the gesture to be, I will leave
this one aside. Figure 6.2 shows the remebering- and the
hanidness-score of these four gestures.
What can be extracted from this graph is that the deletion
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Figure 6.2: The score of the four gestures that I asked the
participants to rate. Blue represents how well the gesture
could be remembered and red represents how well the ges-
ture could be performed.
of lines was easy to remember and got a perfect score. AlsoDeleting lines is
very easy most of the participants agreed that the way how to per-
form it was also relatively easy.
The low handiness of the ”copy properties” gesture is due
to the fact I already explained in the previous section.
Sometimes, when copying a node and holding it too longCopying proper-
ties is unhandy above another node, the latter one just adopted the prop-
erties of the copied one. This was often confusing for the
participants.
Drawing lines was the gesture I did the most reflections on
in advance. At the end I was satisfied with the gesture,Drawing lines
came off worst but as it seems, the participants still had the most problems
with it. It is the only gesture where they found it harder to
remember it than to perform it.
After that, I asked the participants to rate again on a scale
from 1 to 5, if they would have preferred to have a ges-
ture that could send something to the back, if they would
have preferred one single menu for the stroke and the fill
of nodes and if they would have preferred starting with a
standard object instead of an object that is based on the cur-
rent context. For the two last points, the score was an exact
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3, so the users could not really agree if it was a good fea-
ture or a bad one. Only for the send-to-back feature, the
result was more clear, as it got a score of 4, which means
that most of the participants would have preferred to have
such a feature.
At the end, I offered all my users the possibility to express Other concerns
all their remaining concerns down about the software. The
worries that have been mentioned the most, are the follow-
ing ones:
Undo:
Every person is so used to undo something with a single
click, that they would have preferred to also be able to do
it in my application. Because of technical reasons however,
this was not possible, but it should for sure be implemented
in the future.
Snaplines:
Snaplines are the lines that help you align certain nodes
against other ones. They are very helpful if you want your
graph to look more polished.
Snap back the pinned node when drawing a line:
When planing to draw a line, it is almost impossible to pin
a node without also scaling it. If the system recognizes that
you want to draw a node, it should lock the pinned shape,
and transform it back to its original appearance as soon as
the line gesture is recognized.
Lock text in a node:
To prevent the unintentional dragging of a text inside a
node when you planned to move only the node, some kind
of lock mechanism could be implemented to avoid this er-
ror.
Trigger the create menu in another way:
Each user, at one point, triggered the create menu acciden-
tally when they touched the surface intentionally or un-
intentionally. It can be quickly dismissed again by click-
ing somewhere on the background, but it is still annoy-
ing. Maybe a slightly more complex gesture could solve
the problem.
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Layers:
One person also mentioned to use layers, that can be hid-
den or locked, so you do not mess up some finished parts.
6.3.3 Strategies
Just like in the pilot study, I will look at the different strate-Only small
changes in the
strategies
gies of the users, and I will try to identify if there are some
disparities between then and now.
Subgraph after subgraph:
This time, only one user created all her shapes first be-
fore concentrating on the details, and this only for the TF-
Graph. The other ones always picked a subgraph that theyPeople focused
more on sub-
graphs
finished first before concentrating on the next one. For the
subgraphs, all imaginable strategies could be perceived.
Furthermore, the participant who used to first create the
superclasses in the TF-Graph, did the same thing on the
tabletop.
Left to right, back to front but less top to bottom:
In general, one can say that seven of the eight participants
followed the same positional strategies than in the pilot
study. However in the C-Graph for example, 3/7 of them
did not create the upper ellipse at the beginning (in compar-
ison to 8/8 and 3/4 on the iMac respectively on the iPad).
For the different subgraphs, the top to bottom, left to right
and front to back strategy was still dominant.
The one user who fell out of alignment started all her
graphs from the bottom. In the C-Graph, she started withOne user started
all her graphs
and subgraphs at
the bottom
the Joystick-node, while in the TF-Graph, after completing
the lower left ellipse, she continued with the Apple-node,
that is situated in the lower right corner. She cut her way
through from the lower subgraphs to the upper ones, ap-
plying in each the top to bottom, left to right and back to
front strategy.
Text before colors:
Five of the eight participants always added the text before
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the color, while the other three did a mixture. Nobody Everybody
added the text
before the colors
first added the colors followed by the text for the complete
graph. People who did the text first, either added the col-
ors directly after that, at the end of the subgraph or at the
very end of the graph, but here no real strategy could be
perceived.
Connections not always at the end:
Noticeable was that three participants changed their con-
nection strategy. While on the iMac and on the iPad, they Connections
were done in
between
always waited until the end of a subgraph or until the end
of the whole graph to add the lines, they added them when-
ever they wanted to do so. This certainly correlates with the
absence of different modes, especially a separate line mode.
6.3.4 Speed
To compare the time the participants needed to complete
some tasks, I chose a part of a graph that everybody fin-
ished. I settled for the left big container of the C-Graph,
including all its subnodes and lines.
On average, the manipulation of Omnigraffle on the iMac
was 46 seconds faster than the manipulation on the iPad
and 1 minute and 11 seconds faster than the interaction
with my software on the tabletop. As I was interested in In general, the
iMac is the fastest
and the tabletop
is the slowest
seeing where these time differences came from, I decided
to take a closer look at the detailed working process. I dis-
tinguished between:
• The time spent to create nodes. This included the po-
sitioning, the rotating and scaling of them.
• The time spent to change the properties of nodes.
Changing the properties of lines and text was in-
cluded in the respective lines and text parts.
• The time spent to add and edit lines.
• The time spent to add and edit text.
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Figure 6.3: The average durations the users needed to
recreate the different parts of the graph.
• The superfluous time. This time usually had two ori-
gins, the first one is the cognitive origin, where the
user needed to think either about the gestures or her
further approach. This also includes the time she
needed to turn around and look at the cheat sheet I
provided during the study. The other one is the de-
structive origin. When the users performed a wrong
gesture, they had to rearrange their graph again if
they destroyed something in it.
As I only had four people performing the C-Graph on the
iMac, and the other four people performing it on the iPad,
I also chose four random people where I analyzed the dif-
ferent performing times on the tabletop. The results of the
investigation can be found in numerical form in Table 6.1
and graphical form in Figure 6.3
Surprisingly, adding and editing text on the iMac was the
slowest. However, this was mainly due to one user, whoOne user added
the text sep-
arately and
dragged it to the
nodes afterwards
needed over two minutes to add text. The reason therefore
was that she always added the text separately on the back-
ground and dragged it to the nodes afterwards.
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Task iMac iPad Tabletop
Create nodes 1:06 1:43 1:00
Node properties 0:42 0:40 0:48
Add & edit lines 0:30 0:54 0:34
Add & edit text 1:30 1:19 1:00
Superfluous time 0:36 0:36 2:13
Constructive time 3:50 4:37 3:24
Superfluous time 0:36 0:36 2:14
Total 4:26 5:13 5:38
Table 6.1: The time needed for the different tasks while cre-
ating the lower left container node of the C-Graph
On the iPad, everything that had to do with creating objects
took longer. Without the user, who I described in the previ-
ous paragraph, the processing of text would have probably
taken longer on the iPad too.
On the tabletop, people actually needed the least real work-
ing time. They lost over two minutes either thinking about On the tabletop,
people needed
the least real
working time
how to perform their next gesture, or rearranging the graph
they just messed up by using a wrong gesture. Note that
my software did not have an undo button, which could
have saved a lot of time in the last case. What I also need
to mention is that the menus of my program were very
minimalistic, and only included the needed buttons, while
the menus of Omnigraffle were more complex and needed
more user interaction to achieve the intended result.
But all in all, one can say that the potential to quicken
the creation of graphs on a tabletop is there. With a The potential to
quicken the cre-
ation of graphs
on tabletops is ex-
isting
few more software improvements and people getting more
used to multi-touch systems, especially big tabletops, creat-
ing graphs on these big interactive surfaces could be more
intuitive, easier and faster.
6.3.5 Conclusion
As mentioned in section 6.3.4, the actual construction time
on the tabletop is shorter than on the other two devices. The
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right multi-touch gestures combined with an attuned inter-
face grants a faster manipulation on multi-touch interfaces.
However, there are still a few barriers that need to be bro-
ken down until tabletops can replace the desktop computer
in terms of effectiveness and efficiency. It is hard to changeUsers need to
get rid of the
”mouse-and-
keyboard think-
ing” before they
can really exploit
the advantages
of multi-touch
systems
the operating principles of people who are used to work
with a mouse, a physical keyboard and a screen that is
oriented in a vertical way. But as soon as the community
gets more familiar with direct-touch interfaces, and espe-
cially multi-touch interfaces, the interaction on these kind
of screens will be more natural and therefore also faster.
Based on this premise, and with some improvements of the
current product (undo, lock layers, snaplines, ...), I am con-
fident that this could replace and improve the current desk-
top versions of graph creating tools in the future.
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Chapter 7
Summary and future
work
In the previous chapters, I explained the process of how
I started with the literature research, took a closer look at
existing graphs and did a pilot study to find out how peo-
ple interact with software tools that let you create graph-
ical images that mainly contain nodes and edges. In my
own work, I implemented Touch Graffle, a multi-touch di-
agramming tool that takes care of all the details I gathered
in the previous chapters. In the end, I evaluated my work
by comparing it to the outcomes of the pilot study. This last
chapter gives an overview of my whole thesis, and will also
point out a few improvements that should be taken care of
in order to further explore the creation of graphs on table-
tops.
7.1 Summary and contributions
No matter if you are a computer scientist, a politician, a
journalist or pursue any other kind of intellectual profes-
sion, you will always stumble across graphs. Additionally, You will always
stumble across
graphs
as big tabletop screens become more and more popular,
it’s on the dice to investigate in more detail the creation of
graphical images on these kind of surfaces.
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In this paper, the main focus lies on the implementation of
a gesture set, that can be used to create diagrams on big
multi-touch tables. This set, that is not supposed to clashThe main con-
tribution was
to create an ex-
pressive and
non-overlapping
gesture set that
lets you create
graphs
with itself, should be easy enough to perform and to re-
member. The adoption of multiple direct input points can
not only quicken the tasks, but it can also let the user fo-
cus on what she wants to do and not on how she needs to
do it. Furthermore, I identified different strategies depend-
ing on the device the user is working on. In a subgraph,
people create their objects from the top to the bottom, left
to right and back to front. The only difference can be per-
ceived when considering the whole graph, because on big
surfaces they move towards creating the subgraphs with
closer proximity first. The last benefit of this paper was to
see how a person gets along the absence of any kind of vis-
ible menu for these kind of programs. Only context menus
can be popped up wherever the user wants to do so. As no
participant in my later study complained about it, I assume
that this is the right choice for big direct-touch surfaces.
After the implementation of my own program, which was
derived from the initial literature research and the previ-
ous pilot study, I did a final user study in order to see how
well this new concept is grasped. I did some own obser-A final user study
helped me find
out if the con-
cepts were well
grasped
vations, where I realized that many users try to map their
habits from the computer, that they are very familiar with,
to the tabletop and expect the latter one to respond in that
way too. A comparison of the strategies showed that peo-
ple process subgraph after subgraph as this is more over-
seeable than to consider the graph as a whole. When fo-
cussing on the completion times, one can see that the table-
top comes off worst. However, after a more detailed inves-
tigation, the reason for this loss of time is the constant recall
of the available gestures. Also the possibility to undo stuff
and to lock some objects, could have quickened the whole
process.
Further perceptions and their potential solutions will be
amplified in the upcoming section.
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7.2 Future work
In order to optimize the creation of diagrams on multi-
touch tables using bimanual input, there are some details
to be taken care of when examining it in the future.
First of all, there is no getting around a long-term study,
where users will be using the software on a regular basis. A long-term
study in the
future will be
necessary
This way, the constant remembering of the gestures should
be minimized and the work of the end user should become
more fluid.
Right now, the software is only designed for one single per-
son standing at one fixed border of the tabletop. However, Collaborative
working should
also be consid-
ered
big multi-touch tables encourage the simultaneous han-
dling of multiple people, scattered all around the table.
There is a lot of research that has been done in this area,
which should absolutely be considered first before expand-
ing the software to handle multiple users.
Last but not least, I will again point out the most important
enhancements that need to be done first. Every future de-
veloper, who will draw on my project, should first consider
fixing the following issues.
Users seemed to have the most problems with the gesture
that lets them create lines. If after a long-term study, this The create-line-
gesture should be
reconsidered
issue is still present, another more natural gesture should
be considered for this task.
One does not get around an undo button or gesture. Every Undo is a must
person using a program expects to easily return to a previ-
ous state. Like this, people are more open to try new things
and are not afraid to do a mistake that may not be reverted.
When using snaplines, the working time of a user can be Snaplines can be
helpfulaccelerated because she is not fiddling around with some
small resizing gestures to make the graph look polished.
One could consider working with layers, that can be locked Layers could also
be consideredor hidden. This way, certain parts of the graph that are fin-
ished can not be altered by wrong gestures, like for exam-
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ple the inner text of nodes, that has been often edited un-
intentionally. Hiding the layers may help to get a better
overview and to focus on the parts that are currently im-
portant.
In my opinion, the idea of the current context is not that
bad. However, it should be placed more central, or thereIf using the cur-
rent context, it
should be more
noticeable
should be more notifications where the user is reminded
that it still exists. Being able to change the context manu-
ally, or to go back to a previous context, could also consti-
tute an advantage.
The copy gesture was a gesture that was used a lot, butThe copy ges-
ture was easy,
and used a lot,
however, it often
transitioned into
the unintended
copy properties
gesture
often it ended up in unexpected results, so that a revision
of it is a must. Using timeouts is always a less-than-ideal
solution, therefore, another more distinguishable possibil-
ity to transfer the properties from one object to another one
should be taken into account.
All in all, when taking care of all these trifles, I am opti-
mistic that this project can help with the creation of dia-
grams on multi-touch tables in terms of speed, intuitive-
ness and straightforwardness.
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Appendix A
Recreation times
In order to compare the times the users needed to recreate a
certain part of a graph, I kept track of the times they spent.
As a part of a graph, I decided on the left lower big con-
tainer of the C-Graph. For the times, I differentiate between
the time to create node, the time to change the property of
nodes, the time to add lines, the time to add text and the
remaining superfluous time.
The first four tables represent the times on the iMac, the
next four represent the times on the iPad, and the last four
represent the times on the tabletop.
Task Time
Create nodes 1:16
Node properties 0:47
Add & edit lines 1:10
Add & edit text 1:26
Superfluous time 0:51
Constructive time 4:39
Superfluous time 0:51
Total 5:30
User M1
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Task Time
Create nodes 0:57
Node properties 0:21
Add & edit lines 0:28
Add & edit text 1:50
Superfluous time 0:24
Constructive time 3:36
Superfluous time 0:24
Total 4:00
User M2
Task Time
Create nodes 1:03
Node properties 1:01
Add & edit lines 0:12
Add & edit text 0:42
Superfluous time 0:17
Constructive time 2:58
Superfluous time 0:17
Total 3:15
User M3
Task Time
Create nodes 1:10
Node properties 0:39
Add & edit lines 0:15
Add & edit text 2:05
Superfluous time 0:56
Constructive time 4:19
Superfluous time 0:56
Total 5:15
User M4
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Task Time
Create nodes 1:35
Node properties 0:45
Add & edit lines 0:20
Add & edit text 1:10
Superfluous time 0:30
Constructive time 3:50
Superfluous time 0:30
Total 4:20
User P1
Task Time
Create nodes 2:20
Node properties 1:05
Add & edit lines 1:10
Add & edit text 1:50
Superfluous time 0:35
Constructive time 6:25
Superfluous time 0:35
Total 7:00
User P2
Task Time
Create nodes 1:27
Node properties 0:35
Add & edit lines 1:02
Add & edit text 0:55
Superfluous time 0:21
Constructive time 3:59
Superfluous time 0:21
Total 4:20
User P3
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Task Time
Create nodes 1:33
Node properties 0:15
Add & edit lines 1:03
Add & edit text 1:25
Superfluous time 0:59
Constructive time 4:16
Superfluous time 0:59
Total 5:15
User P4
Task Time
Create nodes 1:28
Node properties 0:57
Add & edit lines 0:40
Add & edit text 0:55
Superfluous time 4:25
Constructive time 4:00
Superfluous time 4:25
Total 8:25
User T1
Task Time
Create nodes 0:58
Node properties 1:35
Add & edit lines 0:39
Add & edit text 1:20
Superfluous time 1:08
Constructive time 3:32
Superfluous time 1:08
Total 4:40
User T2
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Task Time
Create nodes 0:36
Node properties 0:48
Add & edit lines 0:36
Add & edit text 0:59
Superfluous time 2:01
Constructive time 2:59
Superfluous time 2:01
Total 5:00
User T3
Task Time
Create nodes 1:01
Node properties 0:53
Add & edit lines 0:24
Add & edit text 0:49
Superfluous time 1:23
Constructive time 3:07
Superfluous time 1:23
Total 4:30
User T4
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Appendix B
The Gesture Set Cheat
Sheet
The following two pages show the cheat sheet of the ges-
ture set I defined. During the evaluation study, this cheat
sheet, that I explained to the user in the forefront, was
placed behind her so that she could always turn around to
recall how to perform a specific gesture.
Gesture	  Set	  
	  
NODES	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
LINES	  
CREATE	  A	  NODE	   -­‐	  tap	  on	  the	  screen	  to	  activate	  the	  shape	  menu	  	  OR	  -­‐	  pinch	  on	  the	  background	  (diagonal	  direction	  
matters!!)	  MOVE	  A	  NODE	   -­‐	  place	  1	  or	  2	  fingers	  on	  the	  node	  and	  move	  them	  to	  the	  position	  you	  want	  SCALE	  AND	  ROTATE	  A	  NODE	  PROPORTINALLY	   -­‐	  	  place	  2	  fingers	  on	  the	  node	  and	  pinch/rotate	  them	  SCALE	  NODE	  IN	  X-­‐	  OR	  Y-­‐DIRECTION	  ONLY	   -­‐	  place	  your	  2	  fingers	  on	  the	  node	  so	  that	  they	  are	  aligned	  either	  vertically	  or	  horizontally	  with	  the	  object,	  and	  start	  pinching	  CHANGE	  THE	  NODE	  PROPERTIES	  	   -­‐	  activate	  the	  “alternative	  trace”	  by	  holding	  your	  finger	  down	  until	  trace	  becomes	  blue	  -­‐	  move	  the	  trace	  to	  either	  the	  node	  itself	  or	  the	  
contour	  -­‐	  tap	  somewhere	  on	  the	  background	  to	  activate	  the	  menu	  COPY	  A	  NODE	   -­‐	  place	  3	  fingers	  on	  the	  node	  and	  drag	  them	  to	  the	  new	  position	  COPY	  THE	  NODE	  PROPERTIES	   -­‐	  place	  3	  fingers	  on	  the	  node	  and	  drag	  them	  to	  the	  target	  node	  -­‐	  as	  soon	  as	  the	  target	  node	  starts	  blinking,	  you	  can	  release	  ADD	  TEXT	  TO	  A	  NODE	   -­‐	  double	  click	  on	  the	  node	  BRING	  NODE	  TO	  FRONT	   -­‐	  triple	  click	  on	  the	  node	  DELETE	  A	  NODE	   -­‐	  drag	  the	  node	  to	  one	  of	  the	  edges	  of	  your	  screen	  
CREATE	  A	  LINE	   -­‐	  put	  two	  fingers	  of	  one	  hand	  on	  a	  node	  -­‐	  drag	  another	  finger	  from	  the	  other	  hand	  to	  the	  
target	  node	  CHANGE	  THE	  LINE	  PROPERTIES	   -­‐	  activate	  the	  “alternative	  trace”	  by	  holding	  your	  finger	  down	  until	  trace	  becomes	  blue	  -­‐	  move	  the	  trace	  to	  the	  line	  -­‐	  tap	  somewhere	  on	  the	  background	  to	  activate	  the	  menu	  ADD	  TEXT	  TO	  LINE	   -­‐	  double	  click	  on	  line	  
	  
	  
	  
TEXT	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
OTHER	  
	  ZOOM	  IN/OUT	   -­‐	  pinch	  4	  or	  5	  fingers	  on	  background	  SET	  CURRENT	  CONTEXT	  TO	  DEFAULTS	   -­‐	  tap	  on	  either	  the	  shape,	  the	  line	  or	  the	  text	  in	  the	  lower	  left	  corner	  SELECT	  MULTIPLE	  NODES/LINES	   -­‐	  drag	  with	  one	  finger	  over	  the	  objects,	  starting	  on	  the	  background	  
	  
MODIFY	  THE	  LINE	  PATH	   -­‐	  touch	  the	  line	  to	  create	  a	  new	  corner	  and	  drag	  it	  to	  the	  position	  you	  like	  DELETE	  LINE	  CORNERS	   -­‐	  activate	  the	  “alternative	  trace”	  by	  holding	  your	  
finger	  down	  until	  trace	  becomes	  blue	  -­‐	  move	  the	  trace	  to	  the	  line	  -­‐	  tap	  on	  the	  “X”es	  that	  appear	  on	  the	  corners	  DELETE	  A	  LINE	   -­‐	  drag	  the	  line	  to	  one	  of	  the	  edges	  of	  your	  screen	  
ADD	  TEXT	   -­‐	  double	  click	  CHANGE	  THE	  TEXT	  PROPERTIES	   -­‐	  activate	  the	  “alternative	  trace”	  by	  holding	  your	  finger	  down	  until	  trace	  becomes	  blue	  -­‐	  move	  the	  trace	  to	  the	  text	  -­‐	  tap	  somewhere	  on	  the	  background	  to	  activate	  the	  menu	  MOVE	  TEXT	   -­‐	  place	  1	  finger	  on	  the	  text	  and	  move	  it	  to	  the	  position	  you	  want	  SCALE	  AND	  ROTATE	  THE	  TEXT	   -­‐	  	  place	  2	  fingers	  on	  the	  text	  and	  pinch/rotate	  them	  	  OR	  	  	  -­‐	  activate	  the	  “alternative	  trace”	  by	  holding	  your	  
finger	  down	  until	  trace	  becomes	  blue	  -­‐	  move	  the	  trace	  to	  the	  text	  -­‐	  use	  the	  circle	  that	  appears	  around	  the	  text	  DELETE	  TEXT	   -­‐	  drag	  the	  text	  to	  one	  of	  the	  edges	  of	  your	  screen	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